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(ABSTRACT)

H The underlying goal of SUPERvisory Methodology And Nota-
· · tion (SUPERMAN) is to enhance productive operation of human-

computer system developers by providing easy-to-use concepts

and automated tools for developing high-quality (e.g., hu-

man-engineered, cost—effective, easy-to-maintain) target

systems. The supervisory concept of the methodology inte-

grates functions of many modeling techniques, and allows

complete representation of the designer's conceptualization

of a system's operation. The methodology views humans as

functional elements of a system in addition to computer ele-

ments. Parts of software which implement human-computer in-

teraction are separated from the rest of software. A sin-

gle, unified system representation is used throughout a

system lifecycle. The concepts of the methodology are nota-

tionally built into a graphical programming language. The

use of this language in developing a system leads to a na-

tural and orderly application of the methodology.
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM STATEMENT

The Syggßvisory Methodology And Notation (SUPERMAN) has

been developed, as part of the Dialogue Management System

(DMS), in the environment of a multidisciplinary project in-

volving the Human Factors Laboratory and the Computer Sci-

ence Department. DMS is an automated system which aids in

the development of other large scale interactive systems

with high quality interfaces. SUPERMAN focuses on the pro-

cess of human-computer system development, and provides con-

ceptual and automated methodological support to DMS. A

characteristic feature of DMS is the separation of human-

computer dialogue from computational code [HARTH82] in the

target system being developed. The dialogue part of a sys-

tem is developed by a human factors specialist called a dia-

logue author [HARTH82]. To reflect the separation of soft-

ware into computational and dialogue components, the roles

of system designers are divided into two classes. All human

engineering activities, including dialogue authoring

_[JOHND82, HARTH84], are performed by the class which will be

denoted generically here as HFE (human factors engineer).

Similarly, the class called SWE (software engineer) repre-

sents roles which typically include systems analysts and
'

programmers.

1
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The goal of any system development methodology is to

provide for low development cost and high product quality.

While numerous methodologies have been developed to facili-

tate the complex task of creating application systems, few

of these methodologies are as cost-effective as desired.

Further, although consideration of human factors is impor-

tant for a high-quality product, only a few methodologies

seem to support human-engineering activities.

To facilitate cost-effective construction of human en-

gineered systems, several problems must be addressed. These

include:

1. Current methodologies do not provide a notation for

representing both human and software components of a sys-

tem (i.e., a human—computer system). However, for proper

human factors analysis, a representation technique which

models the cooperation of the human and the computer

(e.g., interactive functions, manual functions, control

allocation, management functions) is essential.

2. A disciplined approach to human-computer system develop-

ment requires cooperation of the HFE and the SWE roles.

To support this cooperation, a methodology must embody

the concepts used and the activities performed by both of

these roles.
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3. Great care is required in the choice of a technique for

representing system designs. It must support the effec-

tive cooperation of the designer roles by unifying the

shared concerns of these roles, it must separate the dis-

cipline-specific concerns, and it must be easy to use by

designers in both roles.

4. The software development process needs to be simplified.

The lifecycle approach based on phase-product transforma-

tions has many shortcomings, and the methodologies which

practice this approach are difficult to learn and labor

intensive. There is a need for a new approach which eli-

minates the transformations but preserves the lifecycle

concept.

5. Prototyping activities need to be integrated into the

disciplined approach. To provide for continuous proto-

typing activity, system specifications must be executable

and must directly evolve into design and implementation.

These problems are discussed in the five sections that

follow.
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Figure 1. Ad-hoc system production.

The discipline of software engineering was established

to replace the ad-hoc system production illustrated in Fig-

ure 1. During its evolution, the major concerns of the dis-

cipline have been developmental problems such as the high

cost of software, incomplete and/or incorrect systems, and

late projects. During the past decade, software engineering

has largely succeeded in improving the system development

process. On the other hand, as Figure 2 illustrates, such

improvement has not distinguished with regard to the devel-

opment of human-engineered systems. In the context of in-

teractive computer systems, Thomas and Hamlin [THOMJ83] cri-
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Figure 2. Use of inadequate methodologies in human—computer

system development.

ticize most software engineering methodologies because they

" . . . focus on description of algorithms in computer

terms rather than user-oriented systems." They express the

need for a different view of software construction from the

one supported by traditional software engineering approach-

es. In their view, a methodology user must have techniques

to detail the individual functions that an end-user will

see, the methodology must provide some structure to the

overall set of functions provided, and the methodology must
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provide techniques for_specifying and coding the interaction

sequences in an effective way. Likewise, in his classifica-

tion of software programs (with regard to validation), Leh-

man [LEHMM81] defines a class of programs which " . . . are

embedded and executed in an environment and in some sense

control activities and/or events in this environ-

ment . . . one must therefore predict its impact on its op-

erational environment and on the people who are to work with

it." Kling [KLINR81] illustrates the indirect impact of

such programs on their environment with a survey of six

banking systems. While some of these systems have increased

the variety and scope of their users' work, some others have

led to more constrained and repetitive jobs. Lehman's sug-

gestion [LEHMM8l] for predicting such impact and dealing

with it is that the designer must perceive how the users

will be using the system once it is put into operation.

Draper and Norman, in a recent publication [DRAPS85], sup-

port the above view as follows: "When a programmer imple-

ments a system with a user interface, he or she is not only

defining what the machine will do but also defining what the

user can do . . . the user should be treated as part of the

system being designed."
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1.2 THE EEED ECE CCCEERATICN BETWEEE TEE EQMEE EACECES
LI.I*lNGEE E IÄH .;I'_lSOFWAR"The

starting point for our consideration for hu-
man factors discipline is obviously system devel-
opment. Conceivably we could confine our interests
merely to use of the equipment after the equipment
had been designed and produced. In that event,
however, we would merely be describing how people
use the equipment, which is interesting but not
crucial." [MEIST71]

As the above quote from Meister indicates, the HFE is

involved in all phases of a system life. The HFE activities

include:

- evaluating the function and control allocation configura-

tions in view of performance requirements (e.g., in the

design of time critical embedded systems);

- matching software characteristics to user capabilities

(e.g., adapting dialogue to the user's expertise level);

- evaluating the interaction sequencing (e.g., removing time

consuming repetitions; and

- arranging controls and displays (i.e., form of the dia-

logue).

To perform these activities, the HFE needs to cooperate

with the SWE. However, as Figure 3 illustrates, the absence

of a formal tool for inter-role communication complicates

the development process. Hence, an easy-to-use technique

that integrates the representational needs of both discip-
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Figure 3. Human factors engineer and the software engineer

without a human-computer system methodology.

lines is an essential component of a support methodology.

This representational technique is needed whether these

roles are played by different persons or by the same person.

1-3 1'@L7E.ElQBAN¥ SN GNA

A representation (e.g., design representation) is a

physical supplement to human memory; it is part of a human's

"external memory" [ANDEB75]. The ability of a technique for

representing system designs to convey pertinent information,
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and the style of the representation, may directly affect the

productivity of system developers, both in problem solving

and communication.

1-3-1 es ab".<i£1';¢;1:.i.¤snL~Things
which cannot be (or are not) represented exter-

nal to human memory, if they need to be remembered (or com-

municated), have to be stored in human memory. Limitations

of human memory are well known [ANDEB75, BOURL8l]. Tracz

[TRACW8l] describes how representations (also called exter-

nal memory) support human memory as follows: "External me-

mory, a very important component of human information pro-

cessing, compensates for the slow fixation times associated

with the long term memory and frees the limited short term

memory resources for use in problem solving (creativity,

concentration, etc.)." Obviously, the more pertinent things

a technique can represent, the more a human can utilize the

advantages of external memory. Some pertinent things which

need to be represented while developing human—computer sys-

tems are: functions at abstract levels, who (e.g., a human,

a computer, a team of humans and/or computers) performs what

functions, non—functional requirements, data flow and/or

control flow at an abstract level and thorough levels, com-

munication and synchronization of concurrently operating ob-
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jects, external behavior of a system's operation, develop-

ment-related information, etc.

1-3-2.$.¤m:iala.mIn
addition to the capacity for representation, a

technique must provide for fast access to represented infor-

. mation. Due to the limited time that short term memory can

hold information, delayed access poses a potential loss of

information in short term memory [TRACW81]. Also, because

of the limited number of things short term memory can hold,

if attention is devoted to a lower level process (e.g.,

searching for the boundaries of interleaved code blocks),

j fewer resources are available for higher-semantic processing

[ANDEB75]. As quoted by Iverson in his 1979 ACM Turing

Award Lecture [IVERK80], A.N. Whitehead states: "By reliev-

ing the brain of all unnecessary work, a good notation sets

it free to concentrate on more advanced problems, and in ef-

fect increases the mental power of the race."

Spatial organization of objects seems to increase the

speed of access to information. Anderson, based on cogni-

tive psychology experiments, states that it is difficult to

retrieve a perceptually embedded object (e.g., a word or

phrase buried in a large amount of text) from external memo-

ry [ANDEB75]. However, some spatial organizations are bet-
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ter than others. In experiments concerning forward and

backward traceability, Sheppard, Kruesi, and Curtis

[SHEPS81] have shown that sequentially arranged and indented

representation of code is less efficient (in terms of pro-

cessing time) to a graphically oriented spatial branching

arrangement which provides a clear guide to the decision

structure of the program. Further, good spatial organiza-

tion enables the user to handle information more easily, for

spatially organized visual images are "especially easy to

recall . . . the spatial organization serves as a kind of

'glue' to hold features together" [ANDEB75].

While one representational dimension for increasing the

ability to identify system concepts, components, and struc-

ture is spatial organization, another dimension is symbology

[SHEPS81]. Paivio [PAIVA7l] states that perceptual objects

and pictures activate the human imagery system more directly

than linguistic stimuli. Shneiderman agrees[SHNEB83],

pointing out that spatial relationships are more quickly un-

derstood with visual than with linguistic representations.

The importance of symbology was recognized by the designers

of the Xerox STAR interface [SMITD82] who chose iconic menus

over textual ones. In human-computer systems, some physical

and/or conceptual objects which are candidates for symbolic

representation include: various types of functions (e.g.,
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human, computer, human-computer, dialogue, etc.), storage

areas, devices, objects in the environment, etc.

The above discussion leads to the following conclusion:

in a system's representation, a structured and spatially ar-

ranged textual and/or graphical information, enriched by a

notation that aids differentiation among the system compo-

nents, can enhance the performance of the system developers.

1-4 %LL&EOFgA I‘lEED.-SLIQBE

The software lifecycle is a central concept of the cur-

rent system development technology [WASSABO]. The following

section briefly presents the conventional lifecycle and the

associated_ verification and validation activities. The

reader who is familiar with the subject may wish to continue

with Section 1.4.2 which discusses some shortcomings of the

current lifecycle concept.

1.4.1 Software Lifeeyele

The software development lifecycle typically consists of the

following, or similar, phases: requirement specification,

design, coding, testing, and maintenance (evolution). Soft-

ware verification and validation are also important lifecy-

cle activities.
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1.4.1.1 Requirements Specification

Requirements specification is the process of under-

standing and recording what is needed or what must be done

[FREEP83a, HEITC83, LUNDM83]. Yeh [YEHRT82] divides system

requirements into two general categories: functional and

non-functional. Functional requirements specification is a

_ representation of the functions to be performed by the sys-

tem under development. Non—functional requirements are the

constraints that a system must satisfy (e.g., human and/or

computer response time.) Desirable characteristics of a

specification are: conceptual cleanliness, lack of ambigui-

ty, correctness, completeness, consistency, testability,

traceability, and executability [ROMAG85]. Currently, the

kind of specification presented to the user or customer to

convey the requirements is in one of the following forms:

textual list of requirements, a model (e.g., a flow diagram)

interpreted manually by designers of the system, or a work-

ing model (e.g., a prototype) of the proposed system

[MASOR83].

Roman [ROMAG8S] argues, as a major weakness of these

kinds of requirements specification methodologies, that a

broad integration of functional and non-functional require-

ments has not been accomplished.
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1.4.1.2 Design

While the requirements specification activity defines

what is to be done in a software system, the design activity

determines how to do it [WASSA77]. The design phase of the

software lifecycle defines the physical and logical struc-

tures that satisfy the requirements [ROMAG85]. Freeman's

definition of the design process is that it is a process of

building a representation of the object to be created

[FREEP83b]. In general, design is divided into two distinct

phases [WASSA80]: architectural design and detailed design.

During architectural design, the issues of concern are the

construction of modular structure, the communication inter-

faces among modules, and communication paths between modules

and databases. During detailed design, the architectural

design representation is refined by specifying the internal

logic of the modules, the detailed structure of databases,

etc. [WASSA80].

1.4.1.3 Coding

Coding, once the major activity of software develop-

ment, now occupies only about 20% of a system lifecycle

[WASSA80]. Freeman [FREEP83b] makes a clear distinction

between design and coding with regard to the output of these

activities. The output of coding is information in machine
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executable form. The output of the design is an abstract

representation of this machine executable form.

1.4.1.4 Testing

Testing is the process of experimentally demonstrating

the consistency between a program's behavior and its speci-

fication. According to Adrion, Barnstad, and Charniavsky

[ADRIW82], testing activities are: " . . . obtaining a val-

id value from the functional domain (or an invalid value

from outside the functional domain, if we are testing for

robustness), determining the expected behavior, executing

the program and observing its behavior, and finally compar-

ing that behavior with the expected behavior." Testing re-

quires an executable object (e.g., a program) and is conven-

tionally performed during and after the coding phase.

1.4.1.5 Maintenance

Maintenance (now called evolution) is the activity of

adapting a system to new or changing requirements. Over 50%

of the lifecycle cost of a software system is due to mainte-

nance [ADRIW82], Maintainability is built into a system

during design phase [MYERJ78] and largely depends on the

management of complexity [STEVW74]. Some means of reducing

system complexity during design and maintenance are: repre-
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senting a system as a hierarchy, maximizing the independence

among the parts of a system [MYERJ78], and modularizing a

system. Some criteria for modularization are: module size

[HOSIJ78], the information hiding capability of a module

[PARND72], and module strength and module coupling [MYERJ78,

STEVW81]. Module strength and module coupling are inversely

related, and serve as criteria for evaluating the maintain-
4

ability of a system. Single function modules which are cou-

pled only by data communication are the desirable modules.

Modules which hide (e.g., encapsulate) information that is

likely to change (e.g., design decisions, data structures)

increase a system's maintainability, and support team work.

1.4.1.6 Verification and Validation

Verification and validation activities have evolved to

provide for the correctness of the pre-implementation phase

products. Lehman [LEHMM81] defines verification as the pro-

cess of ensuring " . . . the consistency and completeness of

each phase model both in itself and in relation to its pa-

rent model; that is, the correctness of the transformation

process and the detail that has been added, and therefore

the model itself." Since an initial specification might not

be a correct definition of user needs, verifying that a pro-

gram meets its specification is not same as demonstrating
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that the program is a correct solution for the problem. En-

suring that the specification and/or the program meets the

user's needs is termed validation. As Boehm states, valida-

tion activity includes " . . . determining the fitness or

worth of a software product for its operational mission"

[BOEHB84a]. Validation is " . . . a juggmeu;al activity
b

based on measurement and human assessment of eupeg;eg ejgeg-

;iveuese, ueaglll;v, value and gee; e§fec;iveuese in the ep-

era;;oual environment" [LEHMM81]. Boehm [BOEHB83], among

others, states that, to avoid costly changes, validation

should be performed continuously throughout the lifecycle.

Obviously, continuous validation begins in the requirements

_ engineering environment, and the success of validation ac-

tivity largely depends on the success of communication among

. the developers and the users and the suitability of the com-

munication tool. Rzepka [RZEPW85] describes such a tool as

follows: "A simple, easy-to-use pictorial scheme would be

an ideal notation and presentation medium for the require-

ments engineer."

1-4-2 9.£:;.heLifä¤&J..e
One problem with the conventional lifecycle is that de-

velopment often begins with data flow and the specification

of control flow is postponed until the detailed design
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phase. However, in human-computer system development, con-

trol sequences are often important much earlier (e.g., in

the requirements specification phase). For example, to com-

municate with an interactive system user, and to evaluate

interaction sequencing, one needs to specify the operational

sequences. Also, for certain types of software systems, such

as embedded systems, representation of "control is of para-

mount importance" [ZAVEP82b].

Most lifecycle problems are due to redundant represen-

tations of the target system. Because different modeling

techniques are often employed at each pre-implementation

phase (e.g., requirements specification, design representa-

tion, code), large amounts of time are spent transforming

the representation of one phase to that of another [ZAYEP84,

RAMAC84, HAMIM83]. Errors are introduced in this way, and

it is expensive to re-examine several representations for

changes and to verify the correctness of transformations.

No existing method can show the correctness of a verifica-

tion activity. Also, the lack of a formal (e.g., executa-

ble) specification delays the major part of testing and va-

lidation until very late in the lifecycle (e.g., after the

coding phase). A major problem with testing is that it is

frequently most difficult to obtain the description of the

expected behavior [ADRIW82]. Prototyping has been used as a
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way of overcoming these difficulties and is discussed in the

next section.

1-5The major motivation behind prototyping is the need to

communicate with the user and to be sensitive to changes in

user requirements over a long period of development. Some

experience has shown that the use of a prototype is an ex-

cellent method of accomplishing this [GOMAH82]. Users find

it easier to evaluate a working system than a paper document

[GOMAH82], and can relate what they see directly to their

needs [MASOR83, RAMAC84]. During prototyping, the user can

find answers to questions about a system feature: "Is there

a need for it?", "Does it have a positive contribution?",

"What does it contain and what does it do?" [LUNDM83]. Pro-

totying is also an effective way of evaluating human-compu-

ter dialogue [WILLR84, THOMJ83]. After a multiproject ex-

periment, Boehm, Terence, and Seewaldt report that

protoyping, compared to specifying, yielded products with

about 40% less code and 45% less effort [BOEHB84b].

But there are some disadvantages to prototyping, com-

pared to specifying [MASOR83, ALAVM84, BOEHB84b]. Prototyp-

ing can result in a higher initial cost for the requirements

specification phase, and, due to difficulties in managing
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_ and controlling the design process, the products have a low-

er functionality and robustness. Roman [ROMAG85] outlines

the trade-offs as: "Rapid prototyping seems to lead to less

code, less effort, and ease of use, while the traditional

approach is characterized by better coherence, more func-

tionality, higher robustness, and ease of integration."

Alavi [ALAVM84], after an experimental comparison of proto-

typing and specifying, discusses "who should use prototyp-

ing", "where to use prototyping", and "how to prototype".

Nevertheless, a compromise is possible. Roman

[ROMAG85] suggests that prototyping should be mixed with the

lifecycle approach in order to utilize the advantages of

both. This theme which is a basic concept of SUPERMAN was

also emphasized in a recent software engineering workshop:

"Design and implementation should be a continuous process of

evolution from executable requirements specifications"

[BABBR85]. In SUPERMAN, the requirements specification is

executable and therefore serves also as a prototype. This

specification is the front—end of a system structure, the

construction of which continues in the design and coding

phases.
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1-6 9llE—E RC &L.$.AEQEäRMAN

The problems discussed in the previous sections have

been the driving force of this work. However, the author did

not address these problems one at a time, but rather, in

search of a unified methodological approach which encompass-

es many solutions, addressed the problems as a whole. This

approach led to the methodological view of the Dialogue Man-

agement System illustrated in Figure 4. As observed in the

figure, the major goal of this work is to provide for effec-

tive cooperation of the software engineering and the human

factors engineering roles. This goal leads to the following

subgoals:

1. to develop a comprehensive representation technique which

notationally and structurally identifies target system

parts that are of interest to above roles, as well as to

system users;

2. to provide the means for enhancing productive operation

of people in the design roles (e.g., to provide for: ease

of learning and use of the methodology, ease of communi-

cation, effort minimization, automated support, and sup-

port for managing the developmental complexity); and

3. to provide for high-quality (e.g., human-engineered, cor-

rect, maintainable) target systems.
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Figure 4. The Dialogue Management System.

The above goals subsume solutions to the stated prob-

lems. The author believes that SUPERMAN and the Dialogue

Management System provide the solutions to these problems in

a unified framework. SUPERMAN is summarized below.

The construction of a software system includes the re-

quirements specification, design, and coding activities.

Most methodologies produce different representations for

each lifecycle phase. SUPERMAN produces a unified target
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system representation which is used in all phases of the

system's life. This graphical structure is a functional re-

presentation of a system operation, and includes the infor-

mation structures, data flow, and control flow. The func-

tions” may be performed by humans, by computers, or by

cooperation between humans and computers. The non-function-

al attributes of the operations (e.g., user and/or computer

response time), and the development related information

(e.g., design decisions, personnel allocation) are formally

associated with, and organized around, the functions of this

structure.

With SUPERMAN, the requirements part of a target system

representation is the specifieetiog of the reqerreg opera-

tion. This requirements structure, when developed for in-

teractive software, represents cooperation of the human and

the computer and includes both dialogue and computational

functions. The requirements structure executes on the com-

puter and, in addition to realizing the specified sequenc-

ing, serves as a communicator among the dialogue and compu-

tational functions. The requirements structure can be

constructed with regard to the user's functional needs

(e.g., user's view) only, or it can include the designer's

technical view. If constructed from the user's view, this

structure may be further enriched with the designer's view
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(e.g., details of a logical data structure, control logic

for adapting the dialogue to user's expertise level). In

the combined view, the designer may choose to hide or to in-

clude the various technical design issues. The combined

view which hides the technical issues represents a logical

design (i.e., logical view) of a system's operation. The

design structure is an extension of the requirements struc-

ture and implements the logical view. Technical issues such

as physical architecture, modularization, mutual exclusion,

and data encapsulation are considered during construction of

the design structure (although they may also be considered

during construction of the requirements structure). Most of

the data structures (e.g., global structures) which appear

on the requirements structure are implemented in the design

phase, and may also be encapsulated. In the coding phase,

this graphical structure is further refined by a high level

textual language, and the whole structure is compiled into

executable code.

SUPERMAN supports any combination of top-down, bottom-

up, user-oriented, or design—oriented approaches to system

development. The executable requirements structure repre-

sents the behavior of a system (e.g., interactive behavior),

and can be directly used for empirical interface testing.

For validating the user requirements and evaluating the dia-
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logue, the designers may choose the prototyping approach.

The designers may also begin the system modeling and analy-

sis at a high level which does not differentiate between the

human and computer functions. This model is notationally

refined to allocate the tasks (e.g., manual functions, in-

teractive functions, control flow management, data flow man-

agement, management of other functions) between the human

. and the computer.

Chapter 2 discusses the related work. SUPERMAN is pre-

sented in chapters 3, 4, and 5. Chapter 3 introduces the

fundamental concepts of the methodology, and an executable

specification language. The use of SUPERMAN for developing

interactive software systems is presented in Chapter 4.

Chapter 5 extends SUPERMAN to include the human's non-inter-

active operation with embedded interactive software tools.

Chapter 6 is on the evaluation of SUPERMAN. The conclusions

and future directions are in Chapter 7.



Chapter II

RELATED WORK

Numerous methodologies fully or partially cover the

lifecycle activities with varying levels of automation. A

questionnaire-based evaluation of twenty-four methodologies

is presented by Porcella, Freeman, and Wasserman in

[PORCM82]. The ease of use of these methodologies is large-

ly determined by the modeling techniques they use. Yet,

none of the current modeling techniques provide for all the

representational needs (data flow, control flow, human be-

havior, information hiding) discussed in the first chapter.

Nor are many of the current techniques widely applicable to

a large class of systems. Either most methodologies use

techniques which assume a data flow model, or begin with a

control flow model. Most conventional methodologies delay

the specification of control flow until the detailed design

phase. Although some techniques represent both data and

control flow (e.g., finite state state machines), they are

difficult to use and/or incomplete. Only a few methodolo-

gies address human—computer dialogue, or represent the user

as part of a system. Many of the modeling techniques are

not suitable for all phases of the system lifecycle, and,

consequently, the models produced are transformed into other

26
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models. Graphical modeling techniques (e.g., HIPO, data

flow diagrams, structure charts, transition diagrams, Petri

nets, stimulus response paths, activity diagrams, operation-

al sequence diagrams) are widely used, and some researchers

are working towards graphical programming.

2.1 P§EDQNDAH«EL@

Some methodologies model a system in terms of functions

(e.g., modules) and data flow among the functions and/or

data structures. These system models do not represent con-

trol flow.

The Structured Analysis and Design Technique (SADT)

[ROSSD77, ROSSD85], an example of a methodology based on

data flow, can be used to specify the requirements for a

large class of systems. The SADT model is a structure of

activity (e.g., function) diagrams which represent the logi-

cal architecture of a system. Although the SADT model al-

lows for function allocation activity, the activity diagrams

hide the operational sequences (human-only and human-compu-

ter), and do not represent the human-computer dialogue. As

Wasserman [WASSASO] states, "The modules built in SADT often

do not lend themselves to immediate transformations into de-

sign or implementations. It takes considerable experience

and training to become a skilled SADT user." For other
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phases of the lifecycle, SADT interfaces with other metho- _

dologies (e.g., PSL/PSA, Structured Design, Jackson Method,

HIPO, Nassi-Shneiderman, Petri nets)[ROSSD85].

Structured System Analysis (SSA) [WEINVSO] and Struc-

tured Design (SD) [STEVW74, YOURE79, MYERJ75, MYERJ78,

WEINV80, STEVW8l] use the concept of the "process" as the

basis of design to build a system around the functions that

the final system will provide. For system modeling, SSA

uses the data flow diagrams (DFDS) [WEINV80] as front end

for the Structured Design methodology. Data flow diagrams

are transformed into the structure chart (that indicate

which modules call which other nodules) of the Structured

4 Design methodology, and both of these models hide the opera-

tional sequences.

PSL/PSA [TEICD76] is also based on data flow, and auto-

mates the requirements specification process with a machine-

processable specification language, producing complete docu-

mentation to be used in the design phase. PSL/PSA is

detailed and difficult to learn and is sometimes used "after

the fact" to produce documentation, rather than to derive

the design.

Some methodologies use data as the basis of design and

derive the program structure from data definitions. Exam-

ples of such data-oriented approaches include: the Warnier-
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Orr [WARNJ81] methodology, DAta oriented DESign (DADES)

[OLIVA82], Logical Construction of Software (LCS) [CHANDBO],

and the Jackson System Development methodology [JACKM75,

JACKM83]. While the first three are program design metho-

dologies, the Jackson System Development methodology models

a system as a set of communicating concurrent processes.

Another methodology emphasizing concurrent systems is

one called Design Realization, Evaluation, And Modeling

(DREAM) [RIDDW81], which provides support tools oriented to-

ward architectural design. DREAM, for requirements specifi-

cation and coding activities, relies on other methodologies.

While design notation of DREAM defines what the inter-module

interactions are, it does not represent how the interactions

are performed.
Ä

While methodologies based on data flow have been used

successfully to .develop functional software, they do not

provide enough help to the designer who is concerned with

the human's role during the operation of a system. For al-

though these methodologies begin system modeling using data

flow based techniques, such modeling must eventually include

control flow. The data flow models, to include control

flow, are transformed into other models - an expensive and

inaccurate process. Also, data flow models are not executa-

ble, and cannot be used for prototyping.
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2.2 A METHODOLOGICAL A£§ROA§§ EQ3 lylgßggilyg I§FORMATIOy
SXSTEM QEYELOEMENT

The User Software Engineering (USE) [WASSA82a,

WASSA82b], one of the few methodologies that specifically

addresses interactive information system development, is

based on state transition diagrams. USE is a skillful in-

corporation of techniques drawn from established methodolo-

gies. For example, it makes use of data flow diagrams from

SSA for analysis, structure charts from Structured Design

for architectural design, a PDL for detailed design, and a

methodology-specific textual language, PLAIN, tailored for

interactive information system implementation. In require-

ments analysis, state transition diagrams are used for mo-

deling the human-computer interaction. This model is auto-

matically encoded in a machine-processable form and

interpreted by a transition diagram interpreter for rapid

prototyping of the interface.

The transition diagram in USE is a directed graph, the

nodes of which represent dialogue and the arcs of which

represent machine actions. A major shortcoming of this mo-

del is that it can represent only the user-stimulus depen-

dent behavior of the machine. For example, using this mo-

del, one cannot automatically adapt the dialogue to the

user's expertise level. Consequently, because these dia-

grams are constructed with the user's view, the designer's
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view must be realized separately (e.g., in a structure

chart). Also, the transition diagrams implicitly derive the

functional structure as a structure of dialogue, and, al-

though used for information systems, this model hides the

information structures behind the implicit computational

functions. Finally, a stated by Wasserman [WASSA82b], these

diagrams are problematic because they are primarily suitable

for command-oriented systems (provided that the operations

are known in advance) and are less suitable for other sys-

tems such as data base systems, and because they do not em-

body the performance requirements.

2.3 METHODOLOGLCAL A§§3OACHES §A§§Q Qä QQNTROL ELQE

The methodologies which are based on control flow most-

ly address embedded (e.g., real time) systems. As stated by

Zave, "control is all-important in embedded systems and must

be represented in any intelligible model" [ZAVEP82a]. Typi-

cal examples of methodologies based on control flow are

PAISLEY, SREM, and SYSREM. These methodologies, in the re-

quirements specification phase, differ from the conventional

methodologies in that, rather than only specifying what is

to be done, they combine this specification with how it is

to be done (i.e., they specify the operation of a system).

Some current literature states that these methodologies dif-
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fer from those based on data flow because of their opera-

tional approach. However, most methodologies which are

based on data flow also model the system operation. The

difference is that, while a control flow model makes an op-

eration more visible, a data flow model makes it less so.

One of the few specification techniques which addresses

embedded systems is PAISLEY [ZAVEP82a, ZAVEP84], a textual

language for simulating operation of an ~embedded computer

system and the objects in its environment. The specifica-

tions produced in PAISLEY hide the external behavior of a

system, but represent the internal mechanisms which generate

the external behavior. With PAISLEY, the environment of a

system (e.g., humans, machines) can be simulated as digital

processes. As stated by Zave, PAISLEY is not easily under-

stood by a user; it is "too technical" and, for validating

the user requirements, the external behavior is demonstrated

by executing a program which interprets the specifications

written in PAISLEY. Hence, except through prototyping, a

PAISLEY model does not help in requirements related communi-

cation among the users and designers. For such communica-

tion, Zave suggests the use of diagramming techniques.

The Software Requirements Engineering Methodology

(SREM) specifically addresses real—time systems [ALFOM85,

SCHEP85]. SREM is based on the finite state machine model,
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which has been criticized for its redundancy, incomplete-

ness, and inconsistency [ROMAG85], and because it permits no

explicit parallelism nor modeling of the environment

[ZAVEP82b]. R-nets of SREM enrich the finite state machine

model with stimulus-response paths, by mean of a Petri-net-

like notation. R-nets are manually translated into the tex-

tual Requirements Specification Language (RSL). Alford's

reasoning [ALFOM85] for the choice of the finite state ma- -

chine model (rather than functional decomposition) is that

" . . . the hierarchy of functions model does not explicitly

represent the conditions or sequences of processing; re-

quirements generated under it are ambiguous with respect to

them" [ALFOM85]. As a consequence of the augmentation of

R-nets to overcome the limitations of the finite state ma-

chine model, SREM is "labor intensive and hard to learn"

[SCHEP85]. SREM has been recently extended to include func-

tional decomposition, and this new methodology is called

System Requirements Engineering Methodology (SYSREM). Al-

ford states that one of the "unique“ features of SYSREM is

the use of ggpegyigggy modules which monitor the concurrent

functions [ALFOM85]. In both SYSREM and SREM, data flow is

separately represented using a PSL/PSA like notation.
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2.4 HOLISTIC AP£3QACH§S TQ gE§3ESENTI§G HyMAN—CQM§Q;E3
SYSTEMS

A holistic approach to human-computer system analysis

takes a broad view which considers both humans and computers

as system components. Some types of human-computer systems

(e.g., embedded systems) are characterized by high—perfor-

mance requirements and, consequently, consideration of human

capabilities is essential in automation.

A popular industrial engineering tool for modeling hu-

man—machine systems is operational sequence diagrams (OSDs)

[MEISD71]. 0SDs represent the activities of elements of a

system, including humans, machines, and objects in the envi-

ronment. In verifying fulfillment of performance require-

ments, time scales on 0SDs are used to compare alternative

function allocation configurations. Another representation-

al scheme for the evaluation of human requirements with re-

gard to operational feasibility is the Design Analysis Sys-

tem (DAS), which uses information flow diagrams in ·

conjunction with operational flow diagrams [ENOSJ78]. The

powers and limitations of other methodologies (e.g., SADT,

SSA & SD, PAISLEY, SYSREM) which can be used with the holis-

tic approach were discussed earlier.
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2.5 AITEMPTS TQ EASE EHASE-PRODUQ1 IRANSEOBMATLONS

Several methodologies attempt to eliminate the problems

of inter—phase transformations. Information Systems work

and Analysis of Change (ISAC) [LUNDM79] eases the transition

to the coding phase by the attachment of executable code to

diagrams representing the activities, data, and procedures

of target systems. The System ARchitects Apprentice (SARA)

[PENEM8l], a design environment for the construction of con-

current systems, provides for automatic generation of code

"skeletons" from module specifications. Systems such as

ECL, JOSS, and MUMPS attempt a language-based unified soft-

ware approach to system development, but only partially cov-

er the lifecycle phases [WASSA8la]. Emphasis on a unified

approach is also observed in the Higher Order Software (HOS)

methodology [HAMIM76, MARTJ82]. In HOS, the system model is

a tree of input-function-output nodes. Key-word operations

embedded in this structure specify control flow, and each

operation is associated with a set of data flow rules. Al-

though this model can be compiled to a target language, the

data flow rules make it difficult to use, and it is mostly

suitable for a structure of procedure calls. The need for a

unified design representation containing both data flow and

control flow is also observed by Iwamoto and Shigo

[IWAMK8l]. However, by choosing either a control flow or a
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data flow model at each refinement step, they provide an in-

consistent solution.

As discussed above, some software methodologies attempt

to ease the difficulties of inter-phase transformations.

ISAC and SARA, by facilitating linkage between the develop-

ment phases, partially succeed in their attempts. The oth-

ers seek a unified approach to system development but pro-

vide incomplete solutions. A complete solution to the

problem requires a unified representation technique which

covers the lifecycle phases with continuity. As mentioned

in Chapter 1, SUPERMAN provides this technique.

2.6 DETALLEDA

major activity of detailed design is to define the

logic of software functions. Commonly used tools for this

are PDLs, flowcharts, Nassi-Shneiderman charts, and program-

ming languages. Flowcharts and Nassi-Shneiderman charts

[NASSI73] specify control flow, and show a clear separation

between control statements and non-control statements, but

do not indicate data flow. PDLs provide textual, block

structured, natural-language-like logic specifications, but

they mix control and non—control statements together, and do

not provide for the notational representation of semantics.
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The above techniques are also directly used for repre-

senting programs. Several experimental studies have been

performed to compare the effectiveness of these techniques

in composing, comprehending, debugging, and verifying compu-

ter programs. The results of these studies (performed by

different researchers) are mostly conflicting. Shneiderman

and Mayer [SHNEB8l] state that flowcharts may be an aid in

some situations and a hindrance in others. Ramsey et al.

[RAMSH83], after an experimental study, report that program-

mers who used PDLs produced higher quality programs than the

programmers who used flowcharts. On the other hand, Shep-

pard, Kruesi, and Curtis [SHEPS81] state that complex proce-

dural information is more effectively presented with flow-

charts than with textual representations (e.g., PDLs).

Obviously, neither of these techniques is satisfactory

by itself. A more satisfactory technique must at least

integrate the functions of the above techniques. As stated

by Shneiderman and Mayers [SHNEB81], the resolution of the

"flowchart question" depends on the larger question of what

types of supplementary representation help programmers build

the internal semantics. For program construction, a minimal

set of such information includes: functions (e.g., high-

level functions, low-level operations), control flow, data

flow, data structures, concurrent operations, and a continu-
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ous conceptual structure which integrates these and provides

for levels of abstraction and spatial organization of infor-

mation. In SUPERMAN, such information is integrated into a

graphical programming language.

2-7Throughout the history of computer programming, pro-

gramming languages have largely affected the ease of devel-

oping software. To make the programming task easier, ma-

chine languages have been abstracted by assembly languages

which, in turn, have been abstracted by high level languag-

es. Before each of these transitions, developers had manu-

° ally played the role of language processors. In the current

state of the art there is a similar situation.

Most existing methodologies start with a manually pro-

duced graphical system representation which, at implementa-

tion time, is manually converted to code. Also, several di-

verse projects exist in which a corresponding graphical

representation is produced after the source text is coded.

This graphical notation is used for verification and valida-

tion [FUJIM78], for reduction of complexity and highlighting

of system composition [PAIGM77], for representing program

language semantics [PRATT7l], and for ease of analysis and

modification [YAUSS81]. Fitter and Green [FITTM79] state
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that diagrams make good computer languages when they provide

a perceptually clear encoding of information, are used to

restrict the designers to "good structures", are easily re-

visable, and are a powerful communication medium for compu-

ter-naive people. Very little research has been done on

graphical programming. Glinert and Tanimoto [GLINE84] at-

tempted to construct a procedural, top—down graphical pro-

gramming language that seemed to hold a great promise

[GLINE84]. Unfortunately, they have concluded that the im-

plementation of such a language is impractical given availa-ble hardware. l

2.8 QONCLUSLOMS Qß RELATEQ yggß

The source of difficulties for most current methodolo-

gies is the inadequacy of their modeling techniques. Gener-

ally, methodologies in the pre-implementation phases use

graphical specification techniques and thus produce incom-

plete models of a system's operation. Part of the operation

is represented externally but the other part must be stored

in human memory. For example, many of these techniques as-

sume either a control flow, or a data flow model. The user

of a control flow model manipulates the data flow in his

mind. Likewise, the user of a data flow model manipulates

the control flow in his mind. Consequently, the final sys-
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tem is created by manual compilation of these parts. A for-

mal technique which unified these parts (i.e., what is

represented, and what is left in human memory) would reduce

the load on human memory, would ease inter-role communica-

° tion, and would allow for automatic compilation of the soft-

ware parts of a human-computer system representation.

In SUPERMAN, a graphical representation includes system

functions, data flow, control flow, information structures,

and concurrent operations, as well as identifying who per-

forms each of the functions. Hence, SUPERMAN integrates

many of the fundamental approaches and functions of other

methodologies. Also, SUPERMAN's modeling technique inte-

grates many of the software engineering concepts (e.g.,

non-functional requirements, representation of a system's

behavior, human-computer dialogue, design concepts, struc-

tured programming concepts, etc.) and provides for the auto-

matic compilation of a system representation to executable

code which realizes the semantics of the notation.



° Chapter III

FUNDAMENTALS OF THE SUPERVISORY METHODOLOGY AND
NOTATION

In this and the following section, the discussion of

SUPERMAN will be restricted to a subset of human-computer

systems, namely interactive software systems. The more gen-

eral form of human—computer systems (i.e., management proce-

dures with computerized tools) will be discussed in Chapter

5.

SUPERMAN integrates into a single representation the

functions of data flow diagrams [WEINV80], structure charts

of the Structured Design methodology [YOURE79], operational

sequence diagrams [MEISD71], Petri nets [PETEJ77, NELSR83],

PDLs [CAINS75], conventional flowcharts, and textual pro-

gramming language representation of function logic. Here, a

software function and a software module are equivalent in

meaning and accomplish a task described by a single phrase

or a sentence (e.g., perform airline reservation). The dis-

cussion begins with the fundamental concepts of SUPERMAN:

functional structure, control flow, and data flow.

41
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3.1 SUPERYISED Etgy Qlgggggg

Figure 3.1 illustrates the abstract form of the func-

tional structure of a system developed by SUPERMAN. Each

trapezoid in Figure 3.1 is called a gupegyisory gell, and

the whole hierarchy of supervisory cells is called the gg-

petyisoty sttggtuge. A more detailed form of a supervisory

cell is illustrated in Figure 3.2. It consists of a super-

visory function and a superyiseg flgw glagtgm (SEQ). While

the supervisory function defines "what" is to be done, the

Figure 3.1. General system structure composed of supervisory

cells.

SFD defines "how" it will be done. The supervisory function
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definition can also state "wh0" will perform the function.

That is, the supervisory function can be tagged with a su-

pervisor (e.g., a human, a computer, etc.) who performs the

function. The SED contains the subfunctions of the supervi-

sory function and the SED representation specifies the data

flow and the control flow through these subfunctions. The

key concept is that sg SEQ's sgpsxyisgpy funstiog adminis-

Lsä ....ada’c flex am s_7¤ fl_u<> Lhrwslz igS b u ' by

Supgrvigcry Function

I „ \
I \I \\

I
I \
I \

Supervisad Flou Diagram(WM.

Eigure 3.2. Supervisory cell of a supervisory structure.

making decisions and calling the proper subfunctions. De-

tails of this will follow in the next sections. The sub-

functions in an SED can be of two types: another superviso-

ry function or a worker function. If a subfunction is a
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supervisory function, it supervises its own SFD at a lower

level. A worker function does not supervise other func-

tions, but performs some work (e.g., dialogue or computa-

tion) and provides data to, or gets data from, the supervi-

sory functions. '

3.1.1 Symbols fn; Functional gentgsentgtion nf Intetactiyg
Softyage

The graphical function symbols for an interactive soft-

ware system are shown in Figure 3.3. Their semantics are as

follows:

a. Qiniggng function
— a software function which provides

the communication between the user and the computer. A

dialogue function, constructed by the HFE, can be a su-

pervisory function (a circle drawn with dashed lines) or

a worker function (a circle drawn with solid lines). A

supervisory dialogue function can have only dialogue

functions in the SFD that it supervises. In the environ-

ment of the Dialogue Management System, the dialogue au-

thor generates the contents of the dialogue functions

called dialogue transactions, using the automated tools

provided in the Author's Interactive Dialogue Environment

[JOHND82]. Only a dialogue function can communicate with

the user.
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V WQ
a ) dialogue b_) computation c ) dialogue-computatioufunction function (1).3) function

Figure 3.3. Function symbols of an interactive system.

b. Computational function - a software function which will

perform only a computation. A computational function,

constructed by the SWE, can be a supervisory function (a

box drawn with dashed lines) or a worker function (a box

drawn with solid lines). A computational supervisory

function can have only computational functions in the SFD

that it supervises.

c. Qiglpgng—Qomputntion fnngtipn - a high-level soft-

ware function composed of both dialogue and computational

functions. A D-C function is always a supervisory func-

tion, the SFD of which may contain other D-C functions,

dialogue functions, and computational functions. D-C

functions are used in specifying functional user require-
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ments through abstract levels of decomposition. The hu-

man—computer interaction sequences are defined within the

SFDs of the D-C functions. Therefore, both the HFE and

the SWE are involved in constructing a structure of D-C

functions.

3.1.2 Superyisory Structure

Figure 3.4 shows part of the hierarchy of supervisory

cells for sample supervisory structure. Every system has

one top-most supervisory cell, and its supervisory function

is the system's overall functional description (e.g., per-

form airline reservation). In Figure 3.4, this top-most

function is labeled A. The SFD for function A is developed

to satisfy the requirements for A. In the figure, the SFD

qfor A has a dialogue worker function B, and two supervisory

functions C and D. All these functions are supervised by A.

The supervisory functions C and D have their own SFDs. Su-

pervisory cells are added to the structure by decomposing

the supervisory functions until all the leaves of the tree

are worker functions.

An interactive application system, in the design envi-

ronment of the Dialogue Management System, is decomposed

into three components: the dialogue component, the computa-

tional component, and the global control component. The di-
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Figure 3.4. The supervisory structure.

alogue component, which is the collection of all dialogue

transactions, provides all interaction with the end—user.

The computational component, which is the collection of all

computational functions, contains the semantic functionality

of the target system. The global control component, which

is the collection of all D-C functions and the highest level

dialogue and computational functions, provides the logical

sequencing among the dialogue and computational events.

This global control component specifies the functional be-
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havior of a system and is called the behavioral structure.

The behavioral structure is a high-level specification of
l

the required operation and represents the logical design of

a system. The SFDs of the behavioral structure show the di-

alogue and computational functions as "black boxes". The

details of the dialogue and the computational functions are

visible at the next lower level of abstraction.

3.2Together, the functional symbols of Figure 3.3 repre-

sent the semantics of a system design, including data flow

and control flow, and are part of the "Notation" of

SUPERMAN. As the supervisory structure develops from an

early representation of the basic functional system require-

ments to a complete behavioral structure, ·the SFD elements

are considered to be symbols in a graphiggl Pgggrgmming Lag-

ggagg. The methodology is built into the language, and the

use of the Graphical Programming Language in developing a

system design perforce leads to a natural and orderly appli-

cation of the methodology.

The Dialogue Management System provides an automated

tool as an aid to generating and maintaining SFDs. This

tool, in addition to being an editor for the Graphical Pro-

gramming Language, helps to manage the design by providing
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reminders to the system developers about incomplete compo-

nents and by providing storage and retrieval of those compo-

nents in a database. The compilable behavioral structure is

preserved as a part of the final application system. Then,

a dialogue author and an application programmer work in par-

allel, but rather independently, to implement the dialogue

modules and computational modules, respectively. An ordi-

nary textual programming language is often most appropriate

for the detailed program code of the worker modules.

The behavioral structure is a graphical, executable re-

presentation of the application system control structure. As

a result, even before the worker modules are coded, all ap-

plication system sequences can be demonstrated (See the Be-

havioral Demonstrator in section 4.4.1).

3.2-1 §.<;a:.:9J.Eleu

The control flow in an SED is indicated by solid lines

connecting the functions. The control flow in an SED con-

sists of three fundamental constructs: sequence, decision,

and iteration.

3.2.1.1 Sequence

A sequence of functions in an SED is illustrated in

Eigure 3.5. Control flow in an SED is administered by the
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Figure 3.5. A sequence in an SFD.

supervisory function and there is a direct mapping of SFD

representation to the code of the supervisory function. The

code, in module X, corresponding to the supervisory function

of Figure 3.5 is: °

call A

call B

call C

It is important to note that, in the code, A does not call B

and B does not call C. Rather each is called by, and re-

turns to, the supervisory function X.
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3.2.1.2 Decision

An SED with a decision construct is illustrated in Eig-

ure 3.6. The predicates upon which the run-time path selec-

tion is based are enclosed in brackets. In the figure, the

triangular symbol indicates the rgrgrg of control from X to

a higher-level supervisory function. The supervisory func-

tion, X, first calls function A. Then, depending on the

condition, it either returns to its own supervisor, calls B,

F
“
""

‘I

I I
I X I
I I

1L
*
**'Jx

\

/ x/ «> A \// <<=°“d
\

/ \/ \//
l

<cond2> \
/\

(Cgndj)

Eigure 3.6. An SED consisting of a decision construct.

or calls C. The code corresponding to X, the supervisory

function, is:

call A

case condlz return

cond2: call B

cond3: call C

endcase
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3.2.1.3 Compound Decision

Compound decisions are those which produce nested case

statements in the code. A compound decision construct is

shown in Figure 3.7. The decision symbol of a conventional

flowchart (i.e., the diamond) is used to denote an isolated

decision point in an SFD.

The code for the supervisory function of the compound

decision construct shown in Figure 3.7 is:

case condlz call B

cond2: case cond3: call C

cond4: call D

endcase

endcase

„ ILößv

7I G
@0%,4;

Figure 3.7. A compound decision construct.
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3.2.1.4 Iteration

There are two types of iteration constructs: explicit

and implicit. Egpligit iteration is accomplished through

the use of a decision construct and a sequencing construct

<cmm 1>

Figure 3.8. An SFD with an explicit iteration construct.

that loops back as in Figure 3.8. The code for the explicit

iteration in the supervisory function of Figure 3.8 is:

label call A

case condlz go to label

call B

while (cond )

¤
_I§-. .

Figure 3.9. An SFD with an implicit iteration construct.

In impligit iteration, the flow of control is implied.

Programming language constructs such as DO WHILE, REPEAT
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UNTIL, and DO J=K,L are in this class. An SFD with an im-

plicit iteration construct, corresponding to a DO WHILE, is

shown in Figure 3.9. The code for the supervisory function

iS:

call A
l

do while cond

call B

enddo

call C

The direct implementation of the DO WHILE construct in terms

(‘|
cond)

c
(cond)l ill.:

Figure 3.10. An SFD showing an implementation of DO WHILE in

terms of other constructs.

of the other constructs is shown in Figure 3.10. The UNTIL

<cond> or DO J=K,L constructs can be defined similarly.
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3.2.1.5 Recursion

Recursion occurs when a function invokes eithef itself

or a supervisory function which lies on the path from the

Supcrvisory
Function

Z\/· ~\
ät recursive

>condition >(

Figure 3.11. Recursion in a supervisory cell.

calling function to the root of the supervisory structure.

The small box at point X of Figure 3.11 indicates the point

of recursive call. There are two control lines emerging

from the small box. While the control line from X crossing

the SFD boundary points to the (supervisory) function being

called, the other control line from X, within the SFD, leads

to the function, B, to be invoked upon return from the re-

cursive function. An instance of the execution of this cell
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might be as follows: when the supervisory function is

called, it calls function A. After A completes, seeing that

the recursive condition is true, the supervisory function

marks the control line that goes to function B at point X,

the return point for control, and calls itself to repeat the

procedure in the SFD. It calls function A again. Assuming

that this time the recursive condition is not true, the su-

pervisory function takes the "else" control path and calls-

function B. After completion of function B, the second in-

vocation of the procedure is completed and it returns to

where it was left at point X in the earlier invocation. It

then calls function B. After completion of function B, the

supervisory function of this SFD returns control to its su-

pervisor.

Code for the supervisory function is:

Procedure supervisory_function

call A

if <recursive_ condition> then call superviso-

ry_function

call B

return

end
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3.2.2 Datg Flow

There are two types of data flow: data flow between a

function and its supervisor, and data flow between a func-

tion and a storage area.

3.2.2.1 Data Flow Between a Function and Its Supervisor

Data flow between a function and its supervisor is per-

formed by parameter communication. All functions in an SFD

send their output parameter values to the supervisory func-

tion and get their input parameter values from the supervi-

sory function. No parameter value communication occurs di-

, rectly between functions in the same SFD.

Data flow is shown either on control lines or by dashed

lines which are separate from the control lines. In Figure

3.12, an SFD illustrates data flow on the control lines,

which are used to indicate that the functions have to be

A_to_B B_to_C
A c

Figure 3.12. Data flow through a sequence of functions.

performed in sequence. The output data of function A is the
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variable "A_to_B", which is the input data to function B.

The output data of function B is the variable "B_to_C",

which is the input data to function C. The corresponding

code in the supervisory function is:

call A (A_to_B)

call B (A_to_B, B_to_C)

call C (B_to_C)

Figure 3.13 illustrates the equivalent form of Figure

A_to_B A_to_B B_to_C B;_to_C

A I A Z
I I I I
I I 'I

¤Figure3.13. Equivalent form of Figure 3.12.

3.12. In this figure, data flow is not shown on control

lines. As an alternative, upward arrows show the data re-

ceived by the supervisory function, and the downward arrows

show the data sent by the supervisory function. The solid

lines show the control sequence to be executed by the super-

visory function.

Figure 3.14 shows a case in which data flow does not

occur parallel to control flow. Here, function A has two
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A_to_C

A_to_3 E_to_’J

A · 3 .3

Figure 3.14. A mixed data-control flow configuration.

output values. Although the value of the variable "A_to_B"

is used by the immediate successor function B, the value of

"A_to_C" is used only by function C. The„¢ode corresponding

to the supervisory function of Figure 3.14 is:

call A (A_to_B, A_to_C)

call B (A_to_B, B_to_C)

call C (A_to_C, B_to_C)

Some functions in an SFD (especially the first and the

last function of the control flow) might receive data origi-
5

nating from the supervisory function (e.g., data traveling

downward through the supervisory structure), but not from

another function in the same SFD. Likewise, they might send

data to the supervisory function (e.g., data traveling up-

ward through the supervisory structure), but not to another

function in the same SFD.
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3.2.2.2 Data Flow Between a Function and a Storage Area

Some examples of storage areas are common blocks in

FORTRAN, files on secondary storage, encapsulated data

$6
l

vu;I

cmmmx Iuna

Figure 3.15. An SFD with data flow between functions and

storage areas.

structures, and interprocess communication buffers. In Fig-

ure 3.15, an SFD with such data flow is shown and, instead

of communicating through the supervisor, functions A and B

communicate through a common area, and function B puts its

output into File X.* This type of data flow is not super-

vised by the supervisory function of the SFD. To distin-

* It is strongly recommended that the reader refer to the
works of Yourdon [YOURE79], and Myers [MYERJ78] for a dis-
cussion of the problems caused by common coupling of func-
tions (e.g., coupling through a common block of data) in
software development. The use of common areas is allowed in
the methodology to give the user the freedom to make his or
her own trade-offs.
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guish this kind of data flow from data flow between a

function and a supervisory function, arrows with double

lines are used. This type of data flow is to be performed

under control of the associated functions (e.g., functions A

and B in Figure 3.15). It is shown on the SFD to help sys-

tem developers show input and output data of functions (oth-

er than parameters) and specification of storage areas.

So far, a supervisory function has been used solely to

supervise other functions by performing control and data

flow management. An SFD can also indicate computational

code internal to the supervisory function, defined in terms .

of intggngl gggg blggkg. Figure 3.16 shows, a supervisory

V " §;i>'1ä2;' EE.- '7
L..:2¤2::<ä·P.---J

had replace data__item stgrg
data item with its square root daga_j_t,gm— unnnnnnnnnnnuu

—————;;;;:;;;;—""———.__
£11e

_,.--*‘””Ä;;;:;;;;,,,.‘

Sp6C

Figure 3.16. A supervisory cell with an internal code block.

cell with an internal code block. An internal code block is
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represented by a rectangular box with an added bar, and its

work is specified in the box (e.g., in natural language, or

in a programming language, or in some symbolic form). When

the diagram is compiled, the internal code blocks produce

in—line code rather than, for example, procedure calls.

The code corresponding to the supervisory function of

Figure 3.16 is: A

Subroutine Replace_with_sqrt

real data_item

call load (data_item)

data_item = SQRT (data_item)

call store (data_item)

return

end

In the supervised flow diagrams, internal code blocks are

used for small amounts of code which do not merit being se-

parate software modules.

3.2-4All

data that appear in the supervisory cell represen-

tation must be declared (e.g., in internal code blocks, in

data structure diagrams) for its supervisory function, in-

cluding inputs to the supervisory function, outputs of the

supervisory function, and all data that are locally used in
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the SED. Such data can be declared in an internal code

block, or in the form of a data structure diagram.

3.2.5 Superyisigg gf ggnggrrggt Functions

A supervisory function can initiate, communicate with,

control, synchronize, and terminate the operations of sever-

al functions concurrently. As a simple example of prece-

dence control, consider the precedence graph embedded in the

SFD of Figure 3.17. The function symbols with the double

lines indicate the concurrent functions under the control of

the SFD supervisor. Code corresponding to the supervisory

function S is:

Procedure S

call A

spawn B,C »
wait B

spawn D,E

wait D,E,C

call F

return

end

A run—time representation of the textual code given for Fig-

ure 3.17 is shown in Figure 3.18. In the figure, the semi-

circles indicate inter-function communication buffers and
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Figure 3.17. A supervisory cell with a precedence graph.

are labeled with the associated function names. The spawned

functions B, C, D, and E must, of course, be programmed to

perform "signal" operations at their completion. The trans-

lation of Figure 3.17 creates the inter-function communica-

tion buffers and wait operations shown in Figure 3.18.

While Figure 3.18 is an example of signal communication,

neither is inter-function communication restricted to signal

communication, nor is a supervisory function's concurrent

operation restricted to precedence realization. Concurrent

functions B, C, D, and E of the above figures have their own

supervisory structures. Hence, a system of concurrent func-

tions consists of communicating supervisory structures. For
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Figure 3.18. Run-time representation of Figure 3.17.

example, in an airline reservation system, several interac-

tive supervisory structures (e.g., one for each airline
4

agent) may communicate with a computational supervisory

structure which monitors the access to shared data (e.g., to

provide for mutual exclusion).
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3.3 Ay EXAMPLE

Following is a simple interactive example which in-

cludes some of the constructs discussed above. The supervi-

sory cells of this example (Figures 4.19 and 4.20) have been

constructed using the Graphical Programming Language editor,

and the associated code (Figure 3.21) has been generated by

the Graphical .Programming Language compiler. It happens

that, for ease of implementation, the initial implementation

of the Graphical Programming Language compiler produced

FORTRAN code as an intermediate high-level language, rather

than, say, direct machine language code. However, the con-

cepts of SUPERMAN and the Graphical Programming Language are

completely language independent. A new version of the GPL

compiler is presently being designed, within the DMS pro-

ject, to produce code in the "C" language.

The problem in this example is to develop an interac-

tive tool from which the user requests the computation of a

trigonometric function (e.g., sine), given an angle value

(e.g., 2.3 radians). The top-most supervisory cell is shown

in Figure 3.19. The supervisory function is named "deter-

mine_calculation_value". It is represented by a D-C symbol.

The semantics of the symbol are that, as observed in the su-

pervised flow diagram, the dialogue and the computational

functions perform this function together. The first func-
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DETERMINE.
CALCULATION.

- VALUE

BEGIN <ca1<:.id-EO-'none’> A ,ca1cu1ated_va1¤a;-—l—§ ••-~·•-·•-~-·~{•
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Figure 3.19. Supervisory cell for "deter-

mine_calculation_value" .

tion that the supervisor invokes is a dialogue function

"get_user_input". This function gets from the user the va-

lue of the variable "calc_id" and the radian value, and

gives these to the supervisory function (i.e., they are out-
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put parameters from the dialogue function). The supervisory

function uses a decision construct and invokes one of the

computational functions ("compute_sine", "compute_cosine",

"compute_tangent", or "compute_cotangent"), according to the

value of the "calc_id", and passes it the radian value. The

invoked computational function returns the "calculat-

ed_value". Then, the supervisory function invokes the dia-

logue function "display_calc_value", which is next in the

sequence, and passes it the "calculated_value". Next, the

supervisory function follows the control line and invokes

"get_user_input" again (i.e., iteration). Iteration contin-

ues until the supervisory function gets from the dialogue

function the value "none" for the character string variable

"calc_id". When this happens, as indicated by the triangle

in Figure 3.19, the supervisory function has completed its

task. The control of execution returns to the supervisory

function at the next higher-level above "deter-

mine_calculation_value".

Note that, in Figure 3.19, the functions "com-

pute_tangent" and "compute_cotangent" are shown with dashed

lines. This means that these are both supervisory computa-

tional functions (while the rest are worker functions) and

each one has a corresponding supervisory cell. The supervi-

sory cell for the function "compute_tangent" is shown in
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SQREUTE calculated_value = sin_val/cos_val

Figure 3.20. Supervisory cell for "compute_tangent".

Figure 3.20. While the rectangular boxes (i.e., the compu-

tational functions) will be implemented as separately com-

piled modules, the rectangular box with a double bar repre-

sents an internal code block and is in-line code appearing

in the supervisory function. The code for these two super-

visory cells, as generated by the Graphical Programming Lan-

guage compiler, is shown in Figure 3.21.

The example presented above shows that a given function

can appear in more than one supervisory cell of the supervi-

sory structure. This is a common situation, where a func-

tion is shared, as the "compute_sine" is shared in the exam-

ple above. These functions require special attention,

especially during system maintenance. If a function is used
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1 Program DETERMINE CALCULATIDN_VALUE
2 O3 call GET USER INPUT(calc_id„radians)
3 i? (cal: iU.EQ.’none’> then
4 goto 9995 enBiF _
6 iF (calc id.EQ.’sin’) tnen
7 call CUMPUTE_SINE(radians„ca1cu1ated_va1ue)
8 O8 call DISPLAY_ßALC_YALUE(ca1cu1ated_va1ue)
9 oto 03 1

10 enäiF
11 iF (calc id.EG.’cos’) then
12 call CUMPUTE_C05INE(radians•ca1culated_va1ue)13 äoto 08 ‘
14 en iF
15 if (cal: id.EG.’tan’) then
16 call CUMPUTE_TANGENT(radians„calculated_ya1ue)
17 oto 08
18 enäif
19 iF (calc id.EQ.'cot’) then _
20 call CUMPUTE_COTANGNT(rad1ans„ca1cu1ated_va1ue)
21 goto 08
22 en 1F
23 999 stop „
24 end
25
26 ·
27 Subroutine COMPUTE TANGENT(radians„ca1cu1ated_va1ue)
28 call COMPUTE_SINE<radians,sin_va1>
29 call COMPUTE_ß0SINE<rad1ans„c¤s_va1)
30 ca1culated_value = 51R_Vä1/C05_Vö1
31 return
32 end

Figure 3.21. FORTRAN code generated by the Graphical Pro-

gramming Language compiler.

by multiple higher-level functions, any change made in this

function might destroy the existing relationships with some

of the higher-level functions. Therefore it is necessary to

keep track of the calling relationships among functions.

The "structure chart", shown in Figure 3.22, for the example

given above serves this function for the Structured Design
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Figure 3.22. Structure chart for the example.

methodology. Information about calling relationships can be

retrieved directly in the Dialogue Management System design

environment; the GPL editor automatically constructs the in-

ternal representation for a structure chart (see next sec-

tion) and displays this information upon the designer's re-

quest.
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3.4 QOMPARISOH WIEH QQHQB REERESENTATION ZECHNIQUQS _

The concept of a supervisory structure bears some rela-

tionship to structure charts of the Structured Design metho-

dologY [MYERJ78, YOURE79, WEINVSO, STEVW81], data flow dia-

grams [WEINVBO], and detailed design techniques such as

conventional flowcharts and PDLs [CAINS75].

In the Structured Design methodology, a structure chart

outlines the calling relationships of the functions, but

hides the procedural relationships. However, when a struc-

ture chart is used alone, the procedural relationships are

manipulated in the minds of the developers. Consequently, a

structure chart by itself leads to such difficulties as com-

V munication of ideas, analyzing problems with complex algor-

ithms, and modeling human-computer interaction. Usually,

data flow diagrams are used as a front-end analysis tool and

are converted to a structure chart in the architectural de-

sign phase.

While using SUPERMAN, the methodology user has the op-

tion of specifying the SFDs at any level of procedural de-

tail (e.g., ignoring iteration, using abstract names for

data objects, etc.), A fully-detailed SFD is required only

for the compiler. In early phases of the lifecycle, while

the system developer can do functional abstraction (i.e.,

functional decomposition through levels of the hierarchy),
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the developer can also partially or fully specify the proce-

dural relationships at a given level in the hierarchy.

Hence, the detailed specification process is responsive to

communication needs of the developers. When procedural de-

tails are omitted, an SED looks like a data flow diagram.

However, the supervisory structure of SEDs is ng; converted

into a structure chart, but is the working representation

which, through refinements, evolves into executable code.

Detailed activities for the design of the supervisory

structure involve fully specifying the procedural components

(e.g., data and control flow) on the SEDs. After the de-

tailed design, an SED looks somewhat like a conventional

flowchart. However, a conventional flowchart shows only

control flow, and ignores data communication at a given lev-

el and through the levels of a functional structure. The su-

pervisory cell concept of SUPERMAN enables specification of

data communication as well as specification of control flow.

PDLs provide an alternative detailed design representa-

tion. However, as with all textual languages, the control

structures of a PDL are mixed with non-control statements

and are not as explicitly recognizable as they are in graph-

ical representations. In addition, the textual representa-

tions do not have the notational power of graphics. These

are some of the reasons why graphical representations are
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preferable for system analysis, with the PDL reserved for

detailed program design. '

3.5 Iäg RELAIIO§S§I£ QE I3; §§Q IQ Q£§ßAIIQyAL SEQUFNQE
QIAGRAM§

A system dialogue function and the corresponding user

action are dual versions of the same thing. If a system di-

alogue function gives some information, the user gets it.

If a dialogue function gets some information, the user gives

it. Hence, on an SFD, the dialogue functions, which are

software functions, can be replaced by the corresponding

user functions (shown as hexagons). When this is done, the

SFD, which normally shows only computer functions, shows the

relative roles of the user and the computer. This form of

Figure 3.19 is shown in Figure 3.23, where circular dialogue

function symbols are replaced by hexagonal user function

(human-action) symbols (see Chapter 5). The relationship

between the two forms is one of duality. In Figure 3.23 one

looks in at the computer from the user's point of view,

whereas in Figure 3.19 one looks out at the user from in-

side. The reader who is familiar with operational sequence

diagrams [MEISD71] will see that Figure 3.23 is similar to

an operational sequence diagram. An operational sequence

diagram is an industrial engineering graphical tool, used by

the HFE, in modeling human-machine interaction. An opera-
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Figure 3.23. Operational sequence diagram form of Figure

3 . 19 .

tional sequence diagram in the context of Figure 3.23 shows

the control paths that a user has to follow and shows the

data that a user has to provide along these control paths.

SUPERMAN structures these functions into levels of abstrac-

tion, just as it does for a system composed only of soft-

ware. If the developers wish to use this outside-in view,
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the final structure can still be converted to the interac-

tive software representation simply by replacing user func-

tions (hexagons) with software dialogue functions (circles)

and rewording the dialogue functions (e.g., exchanging

"give" and "get"). Similarly, an inside—out view can be

converted to an outside-in view to provide the user with a

structured operation diagram.



Chapter IV

INTERACTIVE SOFTWARE SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

In this section, the use of SUPERMAN in a developmental

approach to human-computer systems will be discussed.

Again, the scope is limited to the interactive software part

of the system. The holistic approach which models both hu-

man and computer functions will be discussed in Chapter 5. .

SUPERMAN supports the concept of the software lifecy-

cle, which is shown as a SUPERMAN high-level management

procedure in Figure 4.1. The "managers" in this diagram are

the system developers.

4-1The

goal of the requirements specification activity is

to define the target system's operation. Mistakes and omis-

sions made in this phase of the software lifecycle can re-

sult in massive changes and high cost. Therefore the speci-

fications must be complete, correct, and unambiguous. In

general, the roles involved in requirements specification

are system user (i.e., the customer), application expert

(AE), the SWE, and the HFE.

With SUPERMAN, the top part of the supervisory struc-

ture is developed in the requirements specification phase,

77
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Figure 4.1. A management procedure for software lifecycle.

and the bottom part is developed in the design and implemen-

tation phases. The whole structure is used throughout soft-

ware life.

Figure 4.2 illustrates the overall supervisory struc-

ture re resentation of a s stem. The ortion of the struc-P P
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a system.

ture on the horizontal plane, constructed in the require-
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ments specification phase, represents the behavioral model

of the system and is called the tehauigral structure. The

structures on the vertical planes are the dialogug gtrugturg

and the gumputgtigual gtrutture and are developed in the de-

sign phase. A general taxonomy for organizing system re-

Requirements
‘

Dßvelopmentalconstraints F O ti 1 R i t(Q g., time, capital, pera ona equ remen

spersonnel)PerformanceArchitectual — ‘
requirements requirements

(e.g,, operation speed, (e.g., devices, F““§ti°“a%
operation cost, equipment, requ r°m°n S

human factors) hardware)

Figure 4.3. A taxonomy for organizing requirements specifi-

cation.

quirements is illustrated in Figure 4.3. The fundamental

activity in the requirements specification phase is analyz-
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ing the feasibility of the development process in balancing

the constraints imposed by available resources against the

target system's operational requirements. The SED structure

of a target system represents the functional portion of its

requirements specification. The non-procedural requirements

(developmental constraints, performance requirements, and

architectural requirements) are documented in lists attached

to the appropriate supervisory cells. The GPL support envi-

ronment for the methodology allows access to this documenta-

tion via the corresponding SED symbols. Requirements speci-

fied for a function apply to the whole structure underneath

that function. Therefore, a lower-level function might not

have any requirements specified in its list. If it does,

these requirements are either specific to the lower-level

function, or refinements of the requirements specified for

the higher-level supervisory functions which use this lower-

level function. Just as an SED for a supervisory function

at any level applies to its expansion at all levels below,

so its requirements list applies to all nodes lower in the

hierarchy. The result is that the overall requirements spe-

cifications (procedural requirements in the SFDs and non-

procedural requirements lists) are distributed throughout

the system representation's hierarchy of abstraction.
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Construction of the behavioral structure is complete

when there are no more D-C functions to expand. For exam-

ple, the supervisory cell shown in Figure 3.19 is the beha-

vioral structure for that simple human—computer system. If

purely dialogue or computational functions (either supervi-

sory or worker) are encountered during construction of the

behavioral structure, they are included, but they are not

expanded into their SFDs. Hence, uthe behavioral structure

is a supervisory cell tree bounded with the highest-level

dialogue and computational functions as leaves. All other

nodes of this tree are D-C functions. The behavioral struc-

ture is independent of the dialogue and the computational

' structures in the sense that the dialogue and computational

structures can be developed and maintained without affecting

the behavioral structure.

The behavioral structure is an unambiguous medium for

functional requirements specification and, by hiding the

technical details of design, helps communication among peo-

ple of differing technical computer knowledge. If the beha-

vioral structure is a correct model of the system require-

ments, then by definition the system meets its functional

requirements at the logical level. This is because the be-

havioral structure is the target system control structure

that executes on the computer, supervising the dialogue
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structure and the computational structure. Because the be-

havioral structure is executable, it allows designers and

potential users, with the help of the Behavioral Demonstra-

tor (see Section 4.4.1), to observe the behavior of the tar-

get system at a very early stage, before any design and im-

iplementation efforts. In this way, the methodology strongly

Supp¤rtSxanig4-2

lläälfili

The transition from requirements specification to the

design phase of the lifecycle begins when the behavioral

structure is completed and the dialogue transactions and

purely computational structures are first expanded. It is a

feature of SUPERMAN that this transition is very smooth,

each phase of the lifecycle leading easily to the next. The

transitions are conceptual activities which do not move from

one representation technique to another. All phases use the

same mechanism (SEDs) for representing the system, each suc-

cessive phase seeing it developed to further levels of ab-

straction. In practice, the designers find that each next

phase is already well underway due to "fall out" from previ-

ous phases. Thus, the lifecycle phases are useful for focus-

ing attention on the proper level of abstraction, without

partitioning development activities.
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The design phase fixes the physical architecture, many

issues of which may have been informally decided during the

requirements specification phase. The computational and di-

alogue structures (Section 4.1) are appended to the beha-

vioral structure in a manner that is consistent with physi-

cal architecture decisions. For instance, in information

storage and retrieval, databases can be implemented as

files. In this case the computational functions have to per-

form the algorithms for file search, retrieval, and update

activities. As an alternative, all data can be stored in a

database which is administered by a database management sys-

tem. In this case, instead of invoking worker functions to

manipulate files, the computational functions send queries

to the database management system.

4.3 QODIMQ

A software supervisory structure is the coded defini-

tion of a computer's operation. If system developers have a

compiler for the Graphical Programming Language, this graph-

ical representation of operation is automatically translated

into executable code. Otherwise that code is produced by

manual translation of the supervisory structure. Conven-

tional textual coding is used for producing the details of

dialogue-computation, dialogue, and computational functions.
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4.4 TESTING

In conventional application of the lifecycle, testing

is a separate phase following design and implementation. In

SUPERMAN, tools are provided to initiate the testing process

during any phase of the lifecycle. The key to this "test as

you go" approach is provided in the Dialogue Management Sys-

tem by a tool called the Behayigral Demonstrator.

4.4.1 The ßehayigral Demonstrator

Some systems claiming to have dialogue tools address

only the form and content of dialogue. However, even high-

quality form and content cannot compensate for poor logical

sequencing. And since the sequencing of dialogue is tied to

the logical structure of the application software design, it

is essential that the logical flow be tested as early as

possible in the design process, to refine the specification

of system requirements, and to identify and make changes to

improve the resultant user interface. This need to visual-

ize dialogue sequences continues all the way through the de-

velopment process until the application system is implement-

ed and operational, as well as later, during modification

cycles. To meet this need, the Behavioral Demonstrator al-

lows the execution of the behavioral structure, to be ob-

served by the application end-users and studied by human-
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factors experts to verify the fulfillment of their system

requirements and to evaluate whether their requirements were

complete and correct, all before any conventional program

source code is written. Changes in SFDs are easier to make

than changes in partly coded systems. The Behavioral De-

monstrator executes the behavioral structure, using the

Graphical Programming Language internal representation. An

interface is also provided to the user or human—factors ex-

perimenter to capture design notes and suggestions as the

application system is exercised.

4-5 §.Y§.'L@*!The

operation of a human-computer system demonstrates

whether the system development efforts have been successful.

Although the testing of software is done before the human-

computer system operation, some deficiencies in human-fac-

tors and most performance problems can most effectively be

discovered when the software is used by its intended users.

In an experimental environment the HFE keeps data during

system operation (e.g., user response time). Dialogue tran-

sactions contain mechanisms for recording data on user be-

havior.

Deficiencies or changes in requirements result in

maintenance. Maintenance can be classified as either local
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or global changes. Local maintenance involves changes which

are only in the dialogue or computational structures. For

example, the dialogue author can alter the contents of a di-

alogue transaction by changing the format of a display.

These activities of the dialogue author do not concern the

programmer at all, as long as the changes made by the author

are internal to the dialogue. Similarly, the programmer can

independently change the contents of the computational mod-

ules, for instance, to optimize an algorithm.

Global changes are changes which involve the behavioral

structure. During such changes, the two specialists might

need to work in cooperation. Examples include the addition

of new requirements which need both dialogue and computa-

tional parts and a change in the control sequence which

might affect the sequencing of dialogue and/or computational

functions. To modify the system, both parties work on the

current system representation, the overall supervisory

structure. The supervisory structure serves as a single

unified document for communication of the design among

roles. The Graphical Programming Language representation of

the SFDs is traversed as the Behavioral Demonstrator exer-

cises the design, in order to locate the part of the system

needing modification.



Chapter V

HOLISTIC APPROACH TO HUMAN-COMPUTER SYSTEM
DEVELOPMENT

There are at least two different ways of viewing a hu-

man-computer system during its development:

l. As an integrated set of computer tools (e.g., a computer-

based software system), and
l

2. As a human-computer system which contains, as a part of

it, such a set of tools (e.g., operational procedures to

achieve system goals with embedded computer tools).

Usually, in top-down software development, the develop-

mental process starts with specifying the requirements to be

met by the software, which is what finally executes on the

computer. Hence, the first viewpoint above is most often

taken by the software developer at the top-most level of the

developmental process. However, the total system that fi-

nally operates is what is seen in the second view, and this

is what interests the HFE, the systems analyst, and the sys-

tem customer. Especially in human-computer systems which

require highly effective or efficient performance (e.g.,

air-traffic control systems, collision-avoidance systems),

the human's role as part of the system becomes an important

analysis issue.

88
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Figure 5.1 represents the operation of a human-computer

system, which is enclosed by outer dashed—1ine. The system

consists of humans and computers, and an environment of ac-

cessory components such as a radar, machines, etc. Human

and computer activities which do not serve the goal of the

4-*'

/;edded system
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Figure 5.1 Generalized, informal representation of a human-

computer system.

system are not included in the definition of the system. In

a human-computer system, communication may be among system

COI\’\pOn6ntS (1.6., among COmpU.t6I'S, among humans, and b6tW66n
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humans and computers), and between system components and the

environment (e.g., other humans, machines, etc.).

The graphical symbols and terminology presented so far

allow representation of only the interactive part of a hu-

man—computer system. This chapter extends the representa-

tion technique to cover the human's non-interactive opera-

tion as well.

Figure 5.2 illustrates the highest-level functional

structure representing the operation of the human-computer

H-G structure

Function of H1

·

(using P1 on C1)

~

manualfunction
of
H3 . r——1

Function of H2 ' [
(using P2 on C1) P3 on C2‘

|...-.J
H-C structure supervisory structure

Figure 5.2. Top-view of the structures of Figure 6.1.
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system of Figure 5.1 in SUPERMAN's notation. Program P3,

which runs on computer C2, is a computational supervisory

structure, composed of software supervisory cells. In the

figure, operation of the human H3 is represented with a hex-

agon, denoting an operation with no help from the computer

(i.e., a manual operation). The ellipse symbolizes a high-

level human-computer (H-C) function and indicates the pres-

ence of computer tools in both H1's and H2's operation. The

arrows connecting these concurrent functions represent data

flow.
u

The general view of an H-C function structure is illus-

trated in Figure 6.3. The top—most H-C function is the most

abstract definition of what the human does in the operation-

al procedure structure. An H-C function structure identi-

fies the allocation of control and data flow supervision

between the human and the computer. The flow of control

specified in the operational procedure structure is per-

formed by the human, and that specified in the software

structure is performed by the computer. The software struc-

ture begins with the D-C functions.
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top-most H-C function

Opa;-agiqual H-C and manual functions
procedure structure

(controlled by human)
top-most D-C functions

H-C — ..—_-

function
structure

software
structure

(controlled by
computer)

Figure 5.3. The H—C function structure.

5.1 I§§ QEERAIIONAL EBOCEDURE SIRUCIQEE

AH defihee the proce-

dural operation for the human(s) at abstract levels. In

Section 4, we introduced the concept of a supervisory struc-

ture composed of supervisory cells, each of which in turn is

composed of a supervisory function and a supervised flow di-

agram (SFD). A human's operation (as part of a human—compu-

ter system) is represented in a structurally similar way.

In Figure 5.4 a hypothetical operational procedure

structure is illustrated. Just as, at execution time, a
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Figure 5.4. An operational procedure structure.

computer traverses the supervisory structure through the

levels of SFDs and along the control lines, a human does the

same thing in an operational procedure structure. For exam-

ple, in Figure 5.4, the user performs the function A as ex-

plained below. Manual function B is performed first, and

then the D—C function C is activated. During this interac-
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tive session, control is taken over by the computer, leading

the user through the control paths specified in the software

structure under the D-C function C. (Figure 5.4 also illus-

trates allocation of data flow management. While data_2 is

stored and retrieved by the computer, data_1 is received and

used by the human). After C has been completed, the human

supervisor regains control and activates the D-C function D.

Next in the sequence is an H-C function and the user follows

the control lines of this function's operational procedure

diagram. In particular, the user makes a mental (not auto-

mated) decision regarding which of G or H will follow func-

tion F. As was discussed for a software function (Section

4.2.5), a human can initiate, communicate with, control,

synchronize, and terminate the operation of other concurrent

functions (e.g., humans, programs). An operational proce-

dure structure can also be used as an operational diagram by

the operators, and would be helpful for teaching the system

to new personnel.

Analogous to the software supervisory cell, a cell in

an operational procedure structure is called an operetiegal

preeegere gell. This cell consists of a high-level human-

computer function (H-C) and an eeereriegel preeegure giegrem

(OPD). The constituent symbols of an operational procedure

structure are illustrated in Figure 5.5. An operational
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Figure 5.5. Constituents of an operational procedure struc-

ture.

procedure structure can contain human-computer functions

(ellipses), interactive software functions (D-C functions),

and manual functions (hexagons). All interactive tools made

available to the human are shown on the operational proce-

dure structure as D—C functions. Referring back to Figure

5.3, the reader will see that D-C functions are on a transi-

tion band, where the control is taken over by the computer.

The software part of the H—C function structure, shown in

Figure 5.3, is developed by expanding these D-C functions in

terms of software supervisory cells.

All human functions in an operational procedure diagram

are manual functions independent of the computer. Hence,

when the VHFE looks at the system's operational structure,

the HFE can see where the user gets automated support (i.e.,
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the D-C functions), and where the user does not (i.e., manu-

al management of control and data flow and manually imple-

mented functions). User management of control must be eval-

uated with regard to the user's cognitive capabilities.

Figure 5.6 shows the grammar for SUPERMAN's notational

specification language, where the arrow means "can be ex-

panded into", and the vertical bar means The grammar

allows derivation of system specifications from completely

manual operation to fully automated operation. Also, any

combination of holistic and software approaches in develop-

ing the whole or parts of a human-computer system (e.g., any

combination of top-down or bottom-up approaches) is possi-

ble. A few examples of operational structures derivable

from the grammar are hierarchically organized programs,

hierarchically organized humans (e.g., an ellipse represent-

ing the top-most supervisor) who operate and communicate

with or without computer tools, and a system of concurrently

operating components (e.g., humans, programs) with no super-

visor.
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Figure 5.6. The grammar for SUPERMAN's notational language.

5.2 ;L'1—LE. Hlmalgg.OM..E..T_BUE LN TELE'. S

The fundamental difference in the human—computer system

lifecycle between the holistic approach and the software ap-

proach is in the requirements specification phase. Also, an
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operational procedure structure is a valuable tool in human-

computer system enhancement and related software mainte-

nance. These points are discussed below.

5.2.1 Beqgiremegts gpggijggggigg

In the human-computer system lifecycle, the operational

procedure structure is constructed prior to the software re-

—quirements specification in order to identify the necessary

software tools (e.g., the D-C functions). In some cases, it

might not be possible to decide on the type of a function

(e.g., D—C, or H-C, etc.) before thorough analysis. There-

fore, before allocating human and computer responsibilities

(e.g., manual or computerized functions, human control or

computer control), the functional structure of the system

might need to be constructed in terms of general function
*

symbols. For example, Figure 4.1 was constructed using gen-

eral function symbols which are rectangles with oval ends.

Performance requirements, if needed, are recorded on the

general function symbols. Each general function symbol is

eventually replaced with a symbol of the graphical grammar

in Figure 5.6. Time scales associated with the functional

paths of the operational procedure diagrams can be used in

evaluating alternative automation configurations in view of

performance requirements. Finally, D-C functions on the op-
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erational procedure structure are used to construct the top

level of the software behavioral structure.

5.2.2 Bglg gf th; Qperatigggl Rgocgggre Strggtuge ig
Systeg Maintegance

Software maintenance is due to changes in the opera-

tional policies and needs of humans in the human—computer

system. The human-computer system operational representa-

tion (i.e., the operational procedure structure) is valuable

in system maintenance. Any change in the operational form

of the human-computer system would point to the parts of the

software which are affected by the change. For example, a

decision might be made to automate a currently manual func-

tion. The relationship of this function with the surround-

ing functions, whether manual or automated, can be readily

observed and easily integrated into existing software.

Changing an operational policy might also affect part of the

human-computer system's operation. The operation to be

changed directly shows the parts of the behavioral structure

that are affected. Those parts are then replaced by the au-

tomated functions of the new partial behavioral structure.



Chapter VI

EVALUATION OF SUPERMAN

Research on the evaluation of software methodologies is

a relatively new activity within the software engineering

discipline. Some recent work addresses applicative evalua-

tion of the existing methodologies [BASIV84, LAPRJ84,

WEISD85, JEFFD85]. Applicative evaluation is the process of

identifying the problems encountered in using a methodology

and the sources of these problems. The approach used for

developing SUPERMAN is the so-called formative evaluation,

and this activity includes applicative evaluation [WILLR84,

DICKW78]. Formative evaluation is an iterative revision

process which utilizes the system user's feedback to in-

crease the efficiency and effectiveness of a system being

developed. SUPERMAN's development through formative evalua-

tion is guided by a top-down problem solving strategy, and

the objective is to eliminate the sources of problems before

they become part of the methodology.

100
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6.1 EYALUATION METHOQ

The formative evaluation method used for SUPERMAN is

based on target system evaluation, which includes the vali-

dation activity (e.g., determining how well a system serves

or will serve the end-user's needs.) Boehm [BOEHB83],

among others, states that validation should be performed

continuously to avoid massive and costly changes. According

to Adrian, Branstad, and Cherniavsky [ADRIW82], such discip-

lined manual techniques as walk-throughs, reviews, and in-

spections, applied to all stages in the lifecycle, are among

the most successful validation techniques. Prototyping (see

introductory chapter) is another validation technique, and

is also used for the human engineering of a system. Figure

6.1 illustrates a formative evaluation process which in-

cludes the above validation activities. In the figure, the

output of the box "develop the target" may be in the form of

a specification (e.g., a design representation) or a working

system (e.g., a prototype or a final system). The activity

in the box "evaluate the target," depending on the form of

the input to the box, involves one or more of the evaluation

techniques (e.g., walk-throughs, reviews, inspections, pro-

totyping).

The process of building quality into an automated meth-

odology is similar to that of building quality into a target
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Figure 6.1. A formative evaluation procedure for a target-

system.

system. A methodology developer views his product as a tar-

get system, and views the target system developers as the

end-users. Hence, the approach discussed above (and illus-

trated in Figure 6.1) applies to methodology development.

Figure 6.2 illustrates the development procedure designed

for SUPERMAN at the beginning of this research [YUNTT82].

In Figure 6.2, the activity of target system development is

contained in the methodology development activity; the meth-

odology developer who works in the upper cell continuously
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Figure 6.2. Formative evaluation procedure for SUPERMAN.

evaluates his product with regard to the needs of the target

system developer who uses (or will use) the methodology in

the lower cell. The methodology developer is also a metho-
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dology user, and, through mental prototyping, searches for a

satisfactory solution. The problem is large, and requires

efficient use of developmental resources (e.g., time, capi-

tal, cognitive resources). The strategy of the developer is

to identify and eliminate the highest level problems first,

and, in the presence of major problems, to avoid applicative

evaluation. This is because, eliminating a major problem
l

will eliminate consequent minor problems. Otherwise, appli-

cative evaluation of a system with major problems will make

visible the consequences of abstract major problems; but

will not give solutions to existing major problems. Example

of a high level problem, with which the methodology develop-

er is particularly concerned, is the lack of a unified re-

presentation technique which results in phase—product trans-

formations. -

SUPERMAN has evolved through the iterative revision and

top-down problem solving process described above. During

this process, the human factors engineering and software en-

gineering literature has been a valuable source of user-

needs such as abstraction, modularization, structure, con-

currency, etc. The evaluators actively involved in

SUPERMAN's evolution have been the people in the Dialogue

Management System (DMS) project.
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The next section presents a recent survey-based appli-

cative evaluation.

6.2 A SURYEX-BASED Eyanyallgg QF gyßgggeg

This section contains an overview of a survey study

whose goal is to improve SUPERMAN. (A copy of the survey is

in appendix A.) The survey was completed by six computer

scientists who have used SUPERMAN in the DMS project.

Figure 6.3 illustrates an evaluation criteria chart

constructed for SUPERMAN. This chart serves as a work struc-

ture for evaluation of SUPERMAN features, and the evaluation

is divided into five major parts (see the top level nodes of

the chart.) Nodes of this tree represent evaluation crite-

ria at abstract levels within each part. Each leaf criter-

ion is linked to a list of numbers which represent 20 sepa-

rate SUPERMAN features. For example, the left-most path

represents: eaee ef learnlng is supported by the censisten-

ey criterion which, in turn, is supported by the gen feature

of the list (i.e., unified representation). The 20 SUPERMAN

features considered in the evaluation are:

1) Enables modeling and analysis of human—computer systems,

with allocation of functions (manual versus automated

functions, human versus computer management of control

and data flow).
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2) Integrates human-factor inputs from the beginning of a

system design.

3) Is used throughout the system lifecycle.

4) Offers a single, unified system representation at all

levels of development.

5) Offers conceptual transition between the lifecycle phas-

es and does not require conversion from one representa-

tion to another.

6) Embodies both data flow and control flow in a single re-

presentation.

7) Supports directly the separation of human-computer dia-

logue and computation.

8) Features top—down levels of abstraction, but allows any

combination of top-down and bottom-up development.

9) Is rich with supporting automated tools.

10) Produces executable requirements specifications which

hide the technical aspects of design.

ll) Produces a behavioral model of the system that can be

demonstrated ("simulated") before any code is written.

12) Naturally encourages cohesion among modules of the tar-

get system (i.e., an expansion of a supervisory function

results in functions which serve only the supervisor's

goal.)
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13) Represents programs in a Graphical Programming Language

(GPL).

14) Reduces textual coding to non-control statements of con-

ventional textual languages.

15) Supports non-procedural as well as procedural represen-

tation.

16) Represents "whg" performs the activities along with

"whg;" activities are performed, and "hgw" they are per-

formed.
"

17) Supports Operational Sequence Diagram (OSD) approach as

well as software approach to system modelling and pro-

vides straightforward transformation from OSD represen-

tation to software representation and vice versa.

18) Uses the target system functional representation as a

structured directory for development related information

(e.g., design decisions, operational constraints, man-

agement information, etc.).

19) Notationally specifies the boundaries of lifecycle phas-

es.

20) Can be used in development of any procedural system (se-

quential or concurrent) including systems for developing

other systems (e.g., automated management procedures).

For each path of the evaluation criteria chart, the

methodology users were asked to rate the effectiveness of
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each feature using the following scale: V (very effective),

M (moderately effective), N (not effective), I (interfer-

ing), S (strongly interfering). Also, users were asked to

include their comments.

Table 1 illustrates a global view of the ratings. Each
4

line of Table 1 contains a summation of ratings for all oc-

_ currences of a feature in the evaluation chart (i.e., Figure _

6.3). For example, in the evaluation chart, feature 3 has

one occurrence, and, as the entry in Table 1 indicates, this

feature has been rated by the group of users once (i.e., by

5 of the 6 users). As another example, feature 4 has sever-

al occurrences and therefore has been rated several times.

The following sections present a global view of the survey

results. The details for each of the five parts are in

APPENDIX B.

6.2.1 Qoggegts gg Sggengtgs gi SUEERMAN

The survey showed that the strongest characteristic of

the methodology is the graphical and executable representa—

tion technique (i.e., GPL) which integrates functional de-

composition, the lifecycle phases, separation of dialogue

and computation, and non—functional requirements. The us-

ers' comments on the overall strengths of the methodology

follow.
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TABLE 1

EEATURE ' v M M x s

1. Function allocation ....................... 8 10 4
2. Integration of human factors inputs........ 1 2 1
3. Lifecycle coverage ........................ 4 1
4. Unified representstion .................... 26 26 3
5. Conceptual phase transitions .............. 11 6
6. Data flow & control flow .................. 9 13 1
7. Separation of dialogue and computation .... 14 1
8. Top-down and/or bottom up development ..... 3 7
9. Rich with automated tools ................. 3 2

10. Executable specifications ................. 10 5
11. Behavior demonstration .................... 2 1 1
12. Cohesive functional structure ............. 8 9 1
13. GPL ....................................... 10 7
14. No textual coding of control............... 7 2 1 1
15. Procedural & non-procedural representations 2 2
16. "who", "what", "Bow" ...................... 6 7 2
17. OSD & SFD ................................. 2 2
18. Structured information directory .......... 8 6
19. Notationally specified phase boundaries ... 1 1 1
20.·Applicable to any procedural system ....... 3 6

"To me, its strength is graphical representation of
the target system at all levels, and especially the
one-to-one conversion of the graphics to source code."

"Very easy to learn and use - small alphabet and sim-
ple syntax, but high expressive power. SUPERMAN pro-
duces very clear and modular representations, produces
very modular designs, promotes reusability of func-
tions, and eases communication among designers."

"Single representation throughout the lifecycle is the
most powerful part of the methodology. It allows the
tasks to be broken up into nearly independent units.
This is very handy for team projects."

"Nice framework in which to display control flow and
specify user-computer interaction. Serves as a techni-
cal documentation of completed systems."
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"Dialogue independence"

"SFD's are much more expressive than code. This en-
courages spending more time in design. I preferred to
work exclusively with SFD's and never looked at the
code."

Users found SUPERMAN to be simpler and more comprehen-

sive than other methodologies:

"SFD's are more descriptive of hierarchy and sequence
than either flowcharting or Structered Design calling
tree used singly or together. SUPERMAN is less elabo-
rate (fewer symbols, simpler diagrams) then SADT.
Thus, SUPERMAN is easier to learn and to use."

"Represents data flow and control flow, visually dis-
plays functional hierarchies, visually separates func-
tion types, has fairly well defined support environ-
ment, is complete (in comparison) and consistent."

The above strengths originate in the supervisory con-

cept, which allows one to represent the conception of a sys-

tem's functional operation. As feature 18 indicates, this

concept also integrates the non-functional requirements and

development related information into a target system repre-

sentation (a desirable characteristic which is partially ac-

hieved by other methodologies [ROMAG85].) Some users found

this to be "ygry yggy helpful" and "a very important feature

in any non-toy methodology."
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6.2.2 The gtateg Need; gg the gggms

The difficulties encountered by the users did not in-

volve high level problems, but more detailed matters. These

are presented below.

Infotmatigm management

Most users stated the need for mechanisms and automated

support to construct and manage development related informa-

tion. Particularly, users asked for

- tools to help trace from non-functional specifications

(e.g., design decisions) to functions of the supervisory

structure and vice versa;

- means for managing status information (e.g., which modules

are finished, and are incomplete); and

- tools for managing various kinds of documentation such as

developer's notes, personnel allocation, or project histo-

ry.

Team-wgrk

Users did not have difficulties working within a team,

but did experience problems with regard to cooperation among

teams. Some problems involved: maintaining inter-team con-

sistency, and determining what teams are affected by changes

(e.g., "who needs to know this decision?", "what modules are

affected?")
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Qgtg structures ggg data dictionary

The majority of users felt the need for a formal repre-

sentation of data structures to alleviate the inconsistent

definitions, communication difficulties, and difficulties in

conceptualizing data flow which have resulted from the in-

formal structure definitions. .In response to a survey ques-

tion, all users agreed that a data dictionary, accessed via

data selection on the screen, and used for automatic code

generation, would be very useful. For a data dictionary,

the users agreed on the following proposed information: in-

formation on simple variables (e.g., name, type, dimension,

„ range, format, common block, source module, narrative de-

scription), information on data structures (combination of

graphical structures and textual descriptions), information

on files. In addition, the users suggested the following:

user defined data types, abstract data types, data instanc-

es, scalar list of allowable values.
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Contegts gi lgternal ggg; glggg;

For producing optimized code, some users needed the

control constructs of 1ow—level languages (e.g., JUMP), and,

it was generally agreed that the ICBs should not be res-

tricted to non-control statements. Also, for data declara-

tions, in addition to the data dictionary discussed above,

the users stated that the ICB's should be available as an

option.

Ieaing

For testing activity (i.e., for the Behavioral Demons-

trator), the users stated the following needs: asynchronous

testing, interrupt testing, a tool which turns the results

of testing into system modifications, a tool to report all

conditions that must hold in order for execution to be at

any particular point in the supervisory structure, and,

tools for managing test plans, test procedures, and test re-

sults.

Users remarked that the GPL editor-compiler is a most

desirable tool, but they added that some activities need au-

tomated support, such as the verification of notational

rules and syntax, configuration management, and construction

of SFD's with varying levels of detail.
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Notational extensioas _

All the users agreed that the current "recursion" and

"iteration" constructs are difficult to use. SUPERMAN's no-

tation was criticized for not including device control, as-

ynchronous events, and interrupt handling. Other notational

needs are: function and system version numbers, configura-

tion paths (e.g., highlighted nodes), CPM or PERT like

charts for project management, notation for metering and

performance monitoring, and notation for exceptional condi-

tions. Also, a large overview diagram, to help see the re-

lationships among widely separated functions, was suggested.

6.2.3 Tha Autho;'s Qgmmeats an tha Eyalaatiag Actiyity

Though this survey provoked useful criticisms of

SUPERMAN, it produced a partial evaluation of the methodolo-

gy. Most of the users who participated were experienced in

software development, and so evaluated SUPERMAN in this con-

text rather than in a broader context of human-computer sys-

tem development. Also, some users had little knowledge of

the other methodological approaches and concepts. A future

evaluation activity should involve a team of experts from

both software engineering and human factors engineering dis-

ciplines. Walk—throughs and discussions would provide va-

luable data. This survey also showed that some users had
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incomplete knowledge of SUPERMAN. Consequently, the evalua-

tion of some features were negatively affected. It would be

helpful if future evaluators were adequately schooled in the

use of software engineering concepts (e.g., data encapsula—

tion, modularization).

The evaluation model (Figure 6.3) used for this survey

has been compiled by the author, and is based on the au-

thor's experience, knowledge, and the desirable methodologi-

cal characteristics cited in the software engineering liter-

ature. For a future evaluation activity, the completeness

and the accuracy of this model should also be validated.



Chapter VII

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The goal of SUPERMAN is to provide for low development

cost and high product quality. The users' feedback indicate

that this research is progressing in the right direction to
‘

achieve its goal. In general, the users rate SUPERMAN as an

effective methodology with powerful features. However, as

discussed in Chapter 6, most of such judgement is based on

limited experience in developing medium-size interactive

software. Hence, the formative-evaluation of SUPERMAN will

be continued by utilizing extensive inputs of experts in

_ software engineering and human factors engineering fields.

In the past, the top—down problem solving strategy used for

.developing SUPERMAN proved to be very effective; it was ob-

served that many of the problems addressed in current liter-

ature were consequently solved in SUPERMAN by solving high-

er—level problems. Future research will be guided by the

same strategy.

The evaluation of the methodology showed that the

strongest characteristic of the methodology is the unified,

graphical, and executable representation technique. Future

work will primarily focus on the extension of this graphical

programming language, and on the conceptual and automated

117
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tools to help manage the information organized around this

language. Many of these issues were discussed in Chapter 6.

An ultimate goal of this work is to automatically gen-

erate system designs from requirements specifications. Cur-

rently, most of design activities are performed manually.

This process can be largely automated by extending the nota-

tional semantics of the current specification language to

include software engineering concepts and the host system

behavior. The supervisory concept allows for such an iconic

language, and makes possible the design of an automatic sys-

tem generator.
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PARTICIPANT INFORMATION

- Name, organization and position, address, telephone

- Means of contacting you for future communication, if

. different from above

- A methodology is an integrated set of concepts, methods,

and tools to enhance productivity of system developers in

producing high quality target systems. In the following,

please outline your experience in relation to system de-

velopment and methodologies.

activities length of time (months) position
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- Please rate your knowledge of system development methodol-

ogies

very broad

broad

moderate

poor

— Means by which you learned SUPERMAN (check one or more)

reading

using

discussions
4

presentations

- Please rate your knowledge of SUPERMAN

very broad

______ broad

moderate

poor
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TO THE EVALUATOR

The goal of this survey is to improve SUPERMAN by uti-

lizing your inputs. A paper on SUPERMAN is enclosed for

your reference. For assistance in SUPERMAN and/or in this

survey, the following means of contacting Tamer Yunten are

offered:

Eor gyglgators gg-gampus:

- send VAX1 mail to YUNTEN;

- leave a note in Yunten's mailbox in McBryde 555

- office phone number: 961-5853

Ko; gyaluatgrs gff-gampus:

- Mailing Address: Computer Science Department, McBryde

555, Virginia Tech, VA 24061

- office phone number: (703)961-5853

This survey is a tool to trigger your thinking. Please

feel free to comment on anything at any level of detail. If

you are not confident about your criticisms, please so indi-
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cate. You do not have to answer all questions. If you en- _

counter a question which you have already answered earlier,

please so indicate. Please go through the survey

sequentially.
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OVERVIEW OF SUPERMAN

AND

AN EVALUATION MODEL

SUPERMAN attempts to integrate the concepts of human-

machine system development and state-of—the—art software de-

velopment methodologies. SUPERMAN can be used in the devel-

opment of any procedural system, including completely manual

systems, human-computer systems (e.g., automated environ-

ments, embedded systems, interactive systems) and non-inter-

active systems. The superuised flug giagrams of SUPERMAN,

in addition to being executable, integrate functions of many

other representation techniques (e.g., data flow diagrams,

Petri nets, flowcharts, operational sequence diagrams, PDLs,

textual languages, etc.) into a single unified representa-

tion.

The product of the methodology is a graphical and exe-

cutable structure called the superuisgry structure. In de-

veloping software, the user builds a supervisory structure,

which is translated into code to execute (i.e., a top-down,

graphical specification and programming language). Figure

A.l illustrates an abstract representation of the superviso-

ry structure and the lifecycle activities which operate on

parts of the supervisory structure. As observed in the fig-
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ure, instead of having separate work products for each life-
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Figure A.1. The supervisory structure and the lifecycle ac-

tivities.

cycle phase, there is one continuous structure. The fea-

tures of the SUPERMAN methodology, in conjunction with an

evaluation criteria chart, are listed below.
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an Eyalnation Mage;

Figure A.2 illustrates an evaluation criteria chart

constructed for SUPERMAN. This chart serves as a work struc-

ture for evaluation of SUPERMAN features, and the evaluation

is divided into five major parts. Nodes of this tree repre-

sent evaluation criteria at abstract levels within each

part. Each leaf criterion is linked to a list of numbers

which represent 20 separate SUPERMAN features. For example,

the left-most path represents: eaee gf leagning is support-

ed by the eenaiateney criterion which, in turn, is supported

by the ath feature of the list.
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The 20 SUPERMAN features considered in the evaluation are:

1) Enables modeling and analysis of human-computer systems,

with allocation of functions (manual versus automated

functions, human versus computer management of control

and data flow).

2) Integrates human-factor inputs from the beginning of a

system design.

3) Is used throughout the system lifecycle. -

4) Offers a single, unified system representation at all

levels of development.

5) Offers conceptual transition between the lifecycle phas-

es and does not require conversion from one representa-

tion to another.

6) Embodies both data flow and control flow in a single re-

presentation.

7) Supports directly the separation of human-computer dia-

logue and computation.

8) Features top-down levels of abstraction, but allows any

combination of top-down and bottom-up development.

9) Is rich with supporting automated tools.

10) Produces executable requirements specifications which

hide the technical aspects of design.

· ll) Produces a behavioral model of the system that can be

demonstrated ("simulated") before any code is written.
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12) Naturally encourages cohesion among modules of the tar-

get system (i.e., an expansion of a supervisory function

results in functions which serve only the supervisor's

goal.)

13) Represents programs in a Graphical Programming Language

(GPL).

14) Reduces textual coding to non-control statements of con-

ventional textual languages.

15) Supports non-procedural as well as procedural represen-

tation.

16) Represents "whg" performs the activities along with

"whgt" activities are performed, and "hgw" they are per-

formed. .

17) Supports Operational Sequence Diagram (OSD) approach as

well as software approach to system modelling and pro-

vides straightforward transformation from OSD represen-

tation to software representation and vice versa.

18) Uses the target system functional representation as a

structured directory for development related information

(e.g., design decisions, loperational constraints, man-

agement information, etc.).

19) Notationally specifies the boundaries of lifecycle phas-

es.
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20) Can be used in development of any procedural system (se-

quential or concurrent) including systems for developing

other systems (e.g., automated management procedures).

Qgirztaont 9.f the .$i1¤@L

This survey consists of the following six parts:

1. Ease of Learning;

2. Project Management;

3. Generality of Application;

4. SUPERMAN User's Efficiency;

5. Quality of target system;

6. Overall Strengths and Weaknesses of SUPERMAN.

As shown in Figure A.2, the first five parts above

stand for the first level nodes of the evaluation criteria

chart, in left to right order. As you will see, later in

the survey, each of these five parts is divided into two

consecutive sections: a) Evaluation of SUPERMAN features and

b) Miscellaneous questions. In all these five parts, it ig

ygty impgttggt that you specify problems or difficulties

that you have encountered, observe, or foresee with

SUPERMAN. Space is provided for your comments where appro-

priate. The last part addresses the overall evaluation of

the strengths and weaknesses of SUPERMAN.
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PART 1

EASE OF LEARNING
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'I‘his part addresses the following subtree of Figure

A.2.

hu of lumhq

Qxulstmcy

I[El

Figure A.3. Evaluation criteria and related SUPERMAN support

feature for ease of learning.
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A) PART1: EVALUATION OF SUPERMAN FEATURES IN SUPPORTING EASE

OF LEARNING

Qogeisteggy — Uniformity in thought and practice.

4) Offers a single, unified system representation at all

levels of development.

Below please circle the effectiveness of this feature in

supporting eaae ef learaigg via supporting eonsisteacy.

”
RATING: V (very effective), M (moderately effective), N (not

effective), I (interfering), or S (strongly interfering).

Circle
Feature rating Comments/problems/difficulties

4 V M N I S
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B) PART1: GENERAL QUESTIONS ON EASE OF LEARNING

l. Please suggest (any) other features, which SUPERMAN lacks

(i.e., not listed on pages 138 through 140), to support

ease of learning.

2. Is it easy to learn SUPERMAN?

easy to learn

moderately difficult

difficult

Please discuss what made it easy or difficult to learn.
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PART 2

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
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This part addresses the following subtree of Figure A.2.

Project eenegenent

Cuhuhe Esslblllty Bgimtnstlnu Project task Varieus
cost- 0 autue M1 d v l ¤ •

Ii‘€ZZIIII°"l
activities

E "
‘· H ä ä6

Figure A.4. Evaluation criteria and related SUPERMAN sup-

port features for project management.

In the following, you will evaluate each path above

in left to right order. Please include descriptive com-

ments, problems, and difficulties.
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A) PART2: EVALUATION OF SUPERMAN FEATURES IN SUPPORTING

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Qeneeiye infermatien etrnetgre - An information structure

which causes the parts of a system to be clearly interrelat-

ed.

ggnnerting featureez

4) Offers a single, unified system representation at all

levels of development.

12) Naturally encourages cohesion among modules of the tar-

get system (i.e., an expansion of a supervisory function

results in functions which serve only the supervisor's

goal.)

18) Uses the target system functional representation as a

structured directory for development related information

(e.g., design decisions, operational constraints, man- '

agement information, etc.).

Below please circle the effectiveness of these features

in supporting nrejeet management via supporting eeneaiye in-

formation atrnetnre.
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_ RATING: V (very effective), M (moderately effective), N (not

effective), I (interfering), or S (strongly interfering).

Circle
Feature rating Comments/problems/difficulties

4 V M N I S

12 V M N I S

18 V M N I S
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end ärslysis - The preceee of de-
ciding whether a goal can be achieved (feasibility analysis)

and, provided that it is feasible, the process of deciding

whether an activity is worth undertaking (cost—benefit anal-

ysis).

Supporting feature:

1) Enables modeling and analysis of human—computer systems,

with allocation of functions (manual versus automated

functions, human versus computer management of control

and data flow).

RATING: V (very effective), M (moderately effective), N (not

effective), I (interfering), or S (strongly interfering).

Circle”
Feature rating Comments/problems/difficulties

1 V M N I S
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t' 't'e.s.- - Re-
duction of work load due to the conventional approach of:

a) constructing different lifecycle phase products (e.g.,

requirements specification, design specification, code)

through consecutive transformations, and b) verifying that

the transformations are done correctly.

f;¢a.t1ars.s=
h

4) Offers a single, unified system representation at all

levels of development.

5) Offers conceptual transition between the lifecycle phas-

es and does not require conversion from one representa-

tion to another.

RATING: V (very effective), M (moderately effective), N (not

effective), I (interferinq), or S (strongly interfering).

Circle
Feature rating Comments/problems/difficulties

4 V M N I S

5 V M N I S
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Ptgjest ststgs gggttgl - The activity of evaluating the sta-

tus (e.g., nearness to completion, incomplete parts, quali-

ty, parts to be changed, etc.) of a system and deciding on

further action.

f.i1.I.?..€tS:

18) Uses the target system functional representation as a

structured directory for development related information

(e.g., design decisions, operational constraints, man-

agement information, etc.).

19) Notationally specifies the boundaries of lifecycle phas-

es.

RATING: V (very effective), M (moderately effective), N (not

effective), I (interfering), or S (strongly interfering).

Circle
Feature rating Comments/problems/difficulties

18 V M N I S

19 V M N I S
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Iaak nnnnuf - Maana _f¤r anacifying and manag-
ing allocation of tasks among components of a human-computer

system.

:nann.·ä=
7) Supports directly the separation of human-computer dia-

logue and computation.

16) Represents "whg" performs the activities along with

"whg;" activities are performed, and "hgw" they are per-

formed.

20) Can be used in development of any procedural system (se-

quential or concurrent) including systems for developing

other systems (e.g., automated management procedures).

RATING: V (very effective), M (moderately effective), N (not

effective), I (interfering), or S (strongly interfering).

Circle
Feature rating Comments/problems/difficulties

7 V M N I S

16 V M N I S

20 V M N I S
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glloying yagiggg developmental strategies - Providing the

project management with the flexibility of choosing, rather

than enforcing, a developmental strategy that best suits the

developmental environment.

f.a..u.L.s6t6:

8) Features top-down levels of abstraction, but allows any

combination of top-down and bottom-up development.

.15) Supports non-procedural as well as procedural represen-

tation. ‘
17) Supports Operational Sequence Diagram (OSD) approach as

well as software approach to system modelling and pro-

vides straightforward transformation from OSD represen-

tation to software representation and vice versa.

RATING: V (very effective), M (moderately effective), N (not

effective), I (interfering), or S (strongly interfering).

Circle
Feature rating Comments/problems/difficulties

8 V M N I S

15 V M N I S

17 V M N I S
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B) PART2: MISCELLANEOUS QUESTIONS ON PROJECT MANAGEMENT

1. Please suggest (any) other features, which SUPERMAN lacks

(i.e., not listed on pages 138 through 140), to further

support project management.

2. Does SUPERMAN permit standard management techniques of

estimation, in process checking, and control to be ap-

plied?

yes no ____not sure

Comments:

3. Does SUPERMAN aid or hinder team work?

aids hinders ____not sure

Comments:
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4. If you were managing a project, would you prefer having a

complete set of management procedures or prefer being

flexible in defining your own management policies and

techniques?

_____complete set prefer to be flexible

Comments:

5. Does SUPERMAN allow or support configuration management

(e.g., organization, tracking, and maintenance of emerg-

ing work products including control and releases of mul-

tiple versions)?

allows supports both none

Comments:
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6. In the following cases, in using SUPERMAN, do you have

difficulties in coping with specification changes (e.g.,

difficulties in knowing what was decided and keeping

track of current and replaced specifications, design de-

cisions, etc.)

(a) working as an individual

yes no

Comments:

(b) working in a team

yes no
”

Comments:
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7. A supervisory structure serves as a graphical directory

for a system's documentation. Each function symbol in

SUPEÄMAN has the following items of documentation:

- list of requirements (functional, performance, etc.)

- design decisions

- progress report

- notes concerning the development (distributed to con-

cerned parties via mail) .

- unresolved problems

- graphical data structure representations.

Can you point to any problems in using the above organi-

zational style for documentation?
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8. Below please circle the usefulness of the listed poten-

tial documentation.

RATING: V (very useful), M (moderately useful), N (not

useful), I (interfering), or S (strongly interfering).

Circle
Documentation rating Comments

Development plan V M N I S

Priority specification V M N I S

Resources allocated V M N I S

Scheduling V M N I S

Re—evaluation points V M N I S

Personnel allocation V M N I S

Developer’s notes V M N I S

Project history V M‘ N I S

Test plans V M N I S

Test procedures V M N I S

Test results V M N I S

9. What other documentation can you suggest?
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PART 3

GENERALITY OF APPLICATION
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This part addresses the following subtree of Figure

A.2.

Generallty _
of

appllcatlon

jg··;;;g;_ mm;.
type,

QV!-Ilgl

Figure A.5. Evaluation criteria and related SUPERMAN support

features for generality of application.

In the following, you will evaluate the above two

paths.
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A) PART3: EVALUATION OF SUPERMAN FEATURES FOR GENERALITY OF

APPLICATION

ggyegagg gf sysggm types - Types of systems that can be de-

veloped using SUPERMAN.

§HEEQILlQQ f2é§2L§§=

1) Enables modeling and analysis of human-computer systems,

with allocation of functions (manual versus automated

functions, human versus computer management of control

and data flow).

20) Can be used in development of any procedural system (se-

quential or concurrent) including systems for developing

other systems (e.g., automated management procedures).

RATING: V (very effective), M (moderately effective), N (not

effective), I (interfering), or S (strongly interfering).

Circle
Feature rating Comments/problems/difficulties

1 V M N I S

20 V M N I S
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Lifecygle ggyggage - The lifecycle phases (e.g., analysis,

requirements specification, design, coding, testing, evolu-

tion) in which SUPERMAN can be used.

Supporting Feature:

3) Is used throughout the system lifecycle.

RATING: V (very effective), M (moderately effective), N (not

effective), I (interfering), or S (strongly interfering).

Circle
Feature rating Comments/problems/difficulties

3 V M N I S
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B) PART3: MISCELLANEOUS QUESTIONS ON GENERALITY OF

APPLICATION

1. Please suggest (any) other features, which SUPERMAN lacks

(i.e., not listed on pages 138 through 140), to further

support generality of application.

2. Which of the following can be developed using SUPERMAN?

_____ embedded systems/process control/device control

scientific/engineering systems

systems programming

software tools

data processing/database systems

expert systems/artificial intelligence

Comments:

3. Is SUPERMAN appropriate for

small systems ( < 2000 lines of code)?

medium systems (2000 - 10,000 lines of code)?

larger systems?

Comments:

(Questions 3 and 4 are borrowed from PORCM82.)
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4. Does SUPERMAN allow data encapsulation (e.g., the concept

of hiding information about the implementation of a data '

type and providing a set of implementation independent

functions for use of a data type)?

yes _____no _____have difficulties

Comments:

5. In developing a system, which of the following suits you

best?

data structures first, function structure next

function structure first, data structures next

combined development of both

Comments:
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6. For the following lifecycle phases please indicate the

level of help you get from SUPERMAN.

RATING: V (very satisfactory), M (moderately satisfacto-

ry), N (not satisfactory), I (interfering), or S (strong-

ly interfering).

Circle
Lifecycle phase rating Comments

Analysis V M N I S

Requirements Specification V M N I S

Design V M N I S

Coding V M N I S

Testing V M N I S

Maintenance V M N I S

Operation V M N I S
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7. Does a behavioral structure (e.g., a hierarchy of dia-

logue-computation functions bounded by dialogue and com-

putational functions) serve your needs for specification

of functional requirements?

_____ yes _____ no _____ partially

Comments:

8. In SUPERMAN, non-functional requirements (e.g., con-

straints) are distributed and/or specified at abstract

levels in the documentation associated with the supervi-

sory cells. Do you need to distribute the requirements
'as mentioned above?

_____ yes _____no _____ sometimes

Comments:

9. Which of the following policies best suit you in concep-

tualizing and specifying system requirements?

_____ list of requirements first, functional structure

next ‘

_____ functional structure first, list of requirements

next

_____ simultaneous construction of both on need basis

Other:_________________________________________________
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10. Do you have difficulties in mapping the lists of re-

quirements into supervised flow diagrams?

yes no

Comments:

11. Are there requirements specification activities which

would increase your productivity if supported by

SUPERMAN?

yes no

Comments:
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12. Design decisions, like other documentation in SUPERMAN,

are associated with the supervisory cells at abstract

levels. Do you have difficulties in managing design de-

cisions?
”

yes _____ no

Comments:

13. Do you have difficulties in expanding the behavioral

structure with dialogue and computational structures?

yes _ no

Comments:
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14. Do you have difficulties in manual translation of super-

vised flow diagrams (SED) to code?

yes no

Comments:

15. Do you translate SEDs into code with one to one transla-

tion or depart from SED representation?

one_to_one depart from SEDs

Comments:

16. What additions to the specification technique would make

coding easier?
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17. Does the choice of a target language (e.g., FORTRAN,

PASCAL) affect the ease of using SFD representation?

yes __lno

Comments:

18. Currently, internal code blocks (ICBs) contain no con-

trol statements (i.e., decision, iteration). Some users

have the need to include these in ICBs because once they

get down to a manageable level of complexity, they pre-

fer textual control to graphical control. Allowing con-

trol flow in ICBs results in the following potential di-

sadvantages:

- inconsistency in representation of control flow,

- ICBs of large size,

— loss of control flow visibility (important especially

during

maintenance).

In spite of these disadvantages, would you prefer to

have control flow in ICBs?

__; yes __ no ____ don't care

Comments:
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19. Verification of notational rules (e.g., a computational

function can supervise only computational functions) can

be integrated into the graphical programming language

(GPL) editor or compiler. How would you rate the use-

fulness of such Verification?

_l Very useful
I

____ moderately useful .

__ is not worth the effort

Comments:
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20. In GPL, a data library (e.g., a data dictionary) is an

alternative to using internal code blocks (ICB) for data

definitions. A data library stores the definitions of

data items which appear on a supervisory structure and

is accessed via data selection on the screen. (Informa-

tion in a data library is used by the compiler to create
A

the associated code.) Following are some types of infor-

mation a data library can have:

- Information on simple variables (e.g., name, type, di-

mension, range, format, common block, source module,

narrative description, etc).

- Information on data structures (combination of graphi-

cal structures and textual descriptions).

- Information on files.

a) Please indicate the usefulness of a data library in

SUPERMAN.

_____ very useful

_____ moderately useful

_____ not necessary

Comments:
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b) Can you suggest other types of information for a data li-

brary?

Suggestions:

c) For data definitions, would you prefer a data library or

using internal code blocks.

data library _____ ICB _____ both

Comments:
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21. Testing may be described as a series of controlled ex-

periments to provide evidence that a program behaves

properly. In general, testing is performed on the fol-

lowing:

- procedural requirements (functions and control flow);

- broad class of anticipated inputs;

- non-procedural requirements (e.g., equipment, perfor-

mance). .

In SUPERMAN, testing of the first and the second items

above is performed during development (e.g., by inspec-

tion or by using the Behavioral Demonstrator). Testing

of the third item can most effectively be performed dur-

ing the operation of a system function. Testing may re-

quire generation of test cases (e.g., operational condi-

tions to test human-factors, list of input data and

expected output, etc.). Some possible tools are an in-

teractive test case generator and an interactive test

case executor (e.g., retrieves the test cases, executes,

reports results).

Can you suggest other tools for the testing activity?

yes lno

Suggestions:
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PART 4

METHODOLOGY USER' S EFFICIENCY
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This part addresses the following subtree of Figure A.2.
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A.6. Evaluation criteria and related SUPERMAN support

features for user efficiency.

In the following, you will evaluate the paths of the

above figure in left to right order.
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A) PART4: EVALUATION OF SUPERMAN FEATURES IN SUPPORTING

SUPERMAN USER'S EFFICIENCY

Ease gf ggmmggiggtign - Ease of exchanging information

(among people) and understanding the meaning of the ex-

changed information.

1) Enables modeling and analysis of human-computer systems,

_ with allocation of functions (manual versus automated

functions, human versus computer management of control

and data flow).

4) Offers a single, unified system representation at all

levels of development.

6) Embodies both data flow and control flow in a single re-

presentation.

10) Produces executable requirements specifications which

hide the technical aspects of design.

11) Produces a behavioral model of the system that can be

demonstrated ("simulated") before any code is written.

13) Represents programs in a Graphical Programming Language

(GPL).

15) Supports non-procedural as well as procedural represen-

tation.

16) Represents "whg" performs the activities along with

"whg;" activities are performed, and "hgw" they are per-

formed.
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In the following, please state the effectiveness of the

above features in supporting gage ef co@gg;„°ca;;'gg.

RATING: V (very effective), M (moderately effective), N (not

effective), I (interfering), or S (strongly interfering).

Circle
Feature rating Comments/problems/difficulties

1 V M N I S

4 V M N I S

6 V M N I S
l

10 V M N I S

11 V M N I S

13 V M N I S

15 V M N I S

16 V M N I S
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Effgrg minimiggtigg - Reducing cognitive effort (e.g., un-

derstanding, conceptualizing) and physical (e.g., manual)

effort for developing a system.

Supporting Features:

5) Offers conceptual transition between the lifecycle phas-

es and does not require conversion from one representa-

. tion to another.

9) Is rich with supporting automated tools.

10) Produces executable requirements specifications which

hide the technical aspects of design.

14) Reduces textual coding to non-control statements of con-

ventional textual languages.

RATING: V (very effective), M (moderately effective), N (not

effective), I (interfering), or S (strongly interfering).

Circle
Feature rating Comments/problems/difficulties

5 V M N I S

9 V M N I S

10 V M N I S

14 V M N I S
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Managemen; ef gemnlegigy - The act of comprehending and ma-

nipulating the relationships among the entities (e.g., sys-

tem parts, constraints, developers, etc.) of a system devel-

opment activity.

Support for management of complexity will be evaluated

in the following subcategories: abstraction, visibility and

explicitness, cohesive functional structure, representabili-

ty. (Please refer to Figure A.2 and see that managemen; ef

eemnleniny, in addition to supporting the menneeelegy use;'a

else eupperte the ef tanga; lignee -
In your evaluation of the following features, please consid-

er all of these criteria.)

(i) anengaetien - Hiding irrelevant details.

Supporting feature:

8) Features top-down levels of abstraction, but allows any

combination of top-down and bottom-up development.

RATING: V (very effective), M (moderately effective), N (not

effective), I (interfering), or S (strongly interfering).

Circle
Feature rating Comments/problems/difficulties

8 V M N I S
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(ii) end - The degree of clearness

of system parts and their interrelationships.

fee1;ures=

4) Offers a single, unified system representation at all

levels of development.

6) Embodies both data flow and control flow in a single re-

presentation.

13) Represents programs in a Graphical Programming Language

(GPL).

14) Reduces textual coding to non-control statements of con-

ventional textual languages.

RATING: V (very effective), M (moderately effective), N (not _

effective), I (interfering), or S (strongly interfering).

Circle ‘

Feature rating Comments/problems/difficulties

4 V M N I S

6 V M N I S

13 V M N I S

14 V M N I S
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(iii) gonogiyo infognogion snnnonnro - An information struc-

ture which causes the parts of a system to be clearly inter-

related.

ÄHEEQIEÄBQ £22§uL§§=

4) Offers a single, unified system representation at all

levels of development.

12) Naturally encourages cohesion among modules of the tar-

get system (i.e., an expansion of a supervisory function

results in functions which serve only the supervisor's

goal.)

18) Uses the target system functional representation as a

structured directory for development related information

(e.g., design decisions, operational constraints, man-

agement information, etc.).

Earlier you evaluated the above features in supporting gno-

joo; monogomon;. Here, please evaluate these features in

Supporting 9.f via aupp¤rti¤q sqhesixe
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RATING: V (very effective), M (moderately effective), N (not

effective), I (interfering), or S (strongly interfering).

Circle
Feature rating Comments/problems/difficulties

4 V M N I S

12 V M N I S „

18 V M N I S
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(iv) ggprgsggtability - The ability to specify notationally

the development related entities (e.g., concepts, objects,

operations) and their interrelationships.

f22.Lu1‘s§=

_ 1) Enables modelling and analysis of human-computer sys-

tems, with allocation of functions (manual versus auto-
i

mated functions, human versus computer management of

control and data flow).

6) Embodies both data flow and control flow in a single re-

presentation.

16) Represents "wbg" performs the activities along with

"whg;" activities are performed, and "hgw" they are per-

formed.

17) Supports Operational Sequence Diagram (OSD) approach as

well as software approach to system modelling and pro-

vides straightforward transformation from OSD represen-

tation to software representation and vice versa.
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RATING: V (very effective), M (moderately effective), N (not

effective), I (interfering), or S (strongly interfering).

Circle
Feature rating Comments/problems/difficulties

1 V M N I S

6 V M N I S

16 V M N I S

17 V M N I S
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B) PART4: MISCELLANEOUS QUESTIONS ON SUPERMAN USER'S

EFFICIENCY

1. Please suggest (any) other features, which SUPERMAN lacks

(e.g., not listed on pages 138 through 140), to further

support SUPERMAN user's efficiency.

2. Is SUPERMAN easy to use?

very easy to use

easy to use

moderately difficult

difficult

Comments:

3. Do you have difficulties in understanding and using work

products (e.g., parts of a supervisory structure) pro-

duced by someone else?

yes _ no

Comments:
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4. Do supervised flow diagrams make communication among peo-

ple difficult or easy?

difficult easy

Comments:

5. The following quote is taken from SUPERMAN paper:

While using SUPERMAN, in the analysis and design phas-
es, the methodology user has the option of specifying
the SFDs at any level of procedural detail (e.g., ig-
noring iteration, using abstract names for data ob-
jects, etc.). A fully-detailed SED is required only
for the compiler. In early phases of the lifecycle,
while the system developer can do functional abstrac-
tion (i.e., functional decomposition through levels of
the hierarchy), the developer can also partially or
fully specify the procedural relationships at a given
level in the hierarchy. Hence, the detailed specifica-
tion process is responsive to communication needs of
the developers.

Do you have difficulties in using the approach above?

yes no

Comments:
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6. As discussed in question 5, a supervisory structure can

be represented at several levels of detail. For example,

the level of minimum detail is a structure which has only

functions but no data and control flow (e.g., HIPO—like

diagrams). Likewise, the level of maximum detail is a

structure which can pass through the GPL compiler (i.e.,

the graphical code). .

Would you like to have the automated support to construct

and/or review a structure with several versions of vary-

ing levels of detail?

. yes __ no

Comments:
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7. Some Dialogue Management System tools built (or being

built) around the supervisory structure are: GPL editor

and compiler, Behavioral Demonstrator, storage and re-

trieval of various documentation (e.g., requirements

lists, design decisions, progress reports, data struc-

tures, project development plan, etc.)

a. Other than the tools mentioned above and earlier in this

survey, what other tools would you suggest?

b. If you could obtain any one automated software tool to

assist you in your use of SUPERMAN, what would this tool

do?
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8. Do you prefer graphical or textual representations for

functional specifications?

____ graphical textual combined

Comments:

9. Are there control constructs or notational aspects

(e.g., decision, iteration, recursion, data flow, func-

tion symbols, semantics of symbols, etc.) in SUPERMAN

that are unclear or confusing?

_ yes ___ no

Comments:
l

10. Notation of SUPERMAN can be extended, for instance, to

support project management (e.g., tagging functions with

priority of development), to support human factors anal-

ysis (e.g., attaching device indicators to dialogue

functions).

Can you suggest similar notational extensions?

_____ yes _____ no

Suggestions:
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PART 5

QUALITY OF TARGET SYSTEM
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This part addresses the following subtree of Figure

A.2.

Quallty of
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Figure A.7. Evaluation criteria and related SUPERMAN support

features for quality of target system.

In the following, you will evaluate the paths of the

above figure in left to right order.
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A) PARTS: EVALUATION OF SUPERMAN FEATURES IN SUPPORTING

QUALITY OF TARGET SYSTEM

Eißlity — The extent a fin-

ished product (e.g., code) performs the functions as speci-

fied in earlier lifecycle phases.

Supporting Features:

4) Offers a single, unified system representation at all

levels of development.

5) Offers conceptual transition between the lifecycle phas-

es and does not require conversion from one representa-

tion to another.

10) Produces executable requirements specifications which

hide the technical aspects of design.

RATING: V (very effective), M (moderately effective), N (not

effective), I (interfering), or S (strongly interfering).

Circle
Feature rating Comments/problems/difficulties

4 V M N I S

S V M N I S

10 V M N I S
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ef xarsg svsxem - Speed ef eperatien

of a human—computer system in achieving system goals.

1) Enables modeling and analysis of human-computer systems,

with allocation of functions (manual versus automated

functions, human versus computer management of control

and data flow).

2) Integrates human-factor inputs from the beginning of a

system design.

7) Supports directly the separation of human-computer dia-

logue and computation.

Circle
Feature rating Comments/problems/difficulties

1 V M N I S

2 V M N I S

7 V M N I S
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9i tanga; misimx - Tha case cf making chang-

es to a system while preserving the system's integrity.

Supporting Features:

4) Offers a single, unified system representation at all

levels of development.

6) Embodies both data flow and control flow in a single re-

presentation.

7) Supports directly the separation of human-computer dia-

logue and computation.

12) Naturally encourages cohesion among modules of the tar-

get system (i.e., an expansion of a supervisory function

results in functions which serve only the supervisor's

goal.)

13) Represents programs in a Graphical Programming Language

(GPL).

Circle
Feature rating Comments/problems/difficulties

4 V M N I S

6 V M N I S

7 V M N I S

12 V M N I S

13 V M N I S
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B) PART5: MISCELLANEOUS QUESTIONS ON QUALITY OF TARGET

SYSTEM

1. Please suggest (any) other features, which SUPERMAN lacks

(i.e., not listed on pages 138 through 140), to further

support quality of target system.

2. One verification activity, in the conventional lifecycle,

is making sure that transformation of work products of

different phases is done correctly (e.g., converting

functional specification to design representation, design

representation to code). Having a unified system repre-

sentation, SUPERMAN eliminates these transformations and

the associated verification activities.

Can you suggest verification activities SUPERMAN should

provide help with?

yes no

Suggestions:
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3. Validation, in the conventional software lifecycle, is

the process of determining: (a) that a system (i.e., the

final product) performs those functions described in

functional specification (an early phase product), (b)

and that it performs them gggregtly.

Please evaluate the following statement:

In SUPERMAN, due to elimination of work product trans-
formations, the process of validating that the software
performs the functions recorded in specifications is eli-
minated. This is because functional specification is the
software (i.e., the behavioral structure - what you spe-
cify is what you get). A finished product will not cor-
rectly perform the intent of the behavioral structure
only if the dialogue and computation functions appended
in design phase (and finished in coding phase) do not re-
alize this intent.

a. What are your objections to the statement above?

b. Do you have difficulties in understanding the intent

of the tasks assigned to you?

yes _____no

Comments:
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c. Can you describe situations which lead to misunder—

standing of this intent?

yes _____ no

Comments:
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4. Most methodologies begin the system development with spe-

cifying what the system should do (i.e., requirements

specification). Then, this work product is converted

into hgw it should be done (i.e., design). Finally design

is transformed into code. In SUPERMAN, the above ap-

proach (i.e., all of what first, all of haw next) is sup-

ported at the global level. However, each of these glo-

» bal work products (i.e., the behavioral structure, and

the design structures) are internally developed in terms

of alternating what and hgw sequences (i.e., hierarchy of

supervised flow diagrams).

In view of the above discussion, please indicate whether

you agree or do not agree (and discuss why you do not

agree) with the following statement:

Alternating what—how development enforces the developer
to continuously eyalaate his/her understanding of the
target system (i.e., conceptualization) as well as to
evaluate the operational characteristics of the target
system (e.g., functions, human engineered sequencing,
compatibility of a part with other parts, correctness,
etc.) Another advantage of this approach is capturing
this information before it is lost.

agree do not agree not sure

Comments:
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5. How would you rate the maintainability of a system devel-

oped using SUPERMAN?

very easy to maintain

moderately easy to maintain

difficult to maintain

Comments:

6. Please list the difficulties that you have in maintaining

a supervisory structure.
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7. Do you think the functions you produce using SUPERMAN

are reusable?

yes no

Comments:

8. What methodology characteristics reduce reusability?
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PART 6

OVERALL STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES OF SUPERMAN
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1. Please outline the overall strengths of SUPERMAN in the

following two categories.

a) In comparison with other methodologies

b) With regard to your own experience
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2. Please outline the overall weaknesses of SUPERMAN.

a) In comparison with other methodologies

b) With regard to your own experience



Appendix B

A DETAILED VIEW OF THE SURVEY RESULTS

B-1 E§i

QETable2 illustrates the ratings for ease of learning.

The comments on the features follow the table.

mmu:2
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representation .................... 2 3 1

FEATURE 4: Offers a single, unified system representation

at all levels of development.

SUPPORTED CRITERION: Consistency. ‘

AVERAGE RATING: Moderately effective.

COMMENTS: The SUPERMAN users all agreed that the methodology

is easy to learn. The majority of the users attributed this

not to the consistency of representation, but to: "small

vocabulary of symbols combined in standard ways", "clear and

simple concepts", "hierarchical structure", "well integra-

tion of the behavioral structure with its extension", "use

205
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of block structured language constructs". Some comments are

worth mentioning: "Very nice — much easier than any program-

ming language I had learned before", "Learn a handful of

Symbols and rules and you know the system. Do a handful of

SFD'S and you are comfortable with it."

A constructive suggestion was: "Many people in learning

SUPERMAN experience a when Le Qiwige, whe; ge eghgiyige eyn-

gggne. Perhaps guidelines Should be included."
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B.2 ERQQECI MANAGEMENI

Table 3 illustrates the ratings on project management.

The comments on the features follow the table.

TABLE 3

FEATURE v M N 1 s

1. Function allocation ....................... 1 2 1
4. Unified representation .................... 6 3 2
5. Conceptual phase transitions .............. 4 1
7. Separation of dialoque and computation .... 6
8. Top-down and/or bottom-up development ..... 1 3

12. Cohesive functional structure ............. 3 2 1
15. Procedural & non-procedural representations 2
16. "Who", "What”, "How" ...................... 2 3
17. osm & sm ................................. 1 1
18. Structured information directory .......... 5 4
19. Notationally specified phase boundaries . . . 1 1 1
20. Applicable to any procedural system ....... 2 3

FEATURE 1: Enables modeling and analysis of human—computer

systems, with allocation of functions (manual versus auto-

mated functions, human versus computer management of control

and data flow).

SUPPORTED CRITERION: Feasibility and cost—benefit analysis.

AVERAGE RATING: Moderately effective.

COMMENTS: The majority of the users stated that they did not

have experience with the function allocation activity.

Hence, the evaluation was mostly intuitive. A comment was:
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"SUPERMAN allows for modeling of human—computer systems;

there are no provisions for analysis of the model." Also, a

user suggested the provision of " . . . software metrics for

cost—benefit analysis of certain design decisions".

FEATURE 4: Offers a single, unified system representation

at all levels of development.

SUPPORTED CRITERIA: Cohesive information structure, elimina-

tion of conventional transformation activities.

AVERAGE RATING: Very effective.

COMMENTS: Most users agreed that this is a very helpful fea-

ture. A large overview diagram, to help see the relation-

ships among far apart functions, was suggested.

FEATURE 5: Offers conceptual transition between the lifecy-

cle phases and does not require conversion from one repre-

sentation to another.

SUPPORTED CRITERION: Elimination of conventional transforma-

tion activities.

AVERAGE RATING: Very effective.

COMMENTS: By allowing for a phased approach, this feature

enriches feature 4 (discussed above). Most users stated that

these two (4 and 5) are among the strongest features of

SUPERMAN.
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FEATURE 7: Supports directly the separation of human-compu-

ter dialogue and computation.

SUPPORTED CRITERION: Task specification support.

AVERAGE RATING: Very effective.

COMMENTS: None.

FEATURE 8: Features top-down levels of abstraction, but al-
-

lows any combination of top-down and bottom-up development.

SUPPORTED CRITERION: Abstraction.

AVERAGE RATING: Moderately effective.

COMMENTS: A user stated the need for a support tool to help

associate the high-level and low-level system components.

FEATURE 12: Naturally encourages cohesion among modules of

the target system (i.e., an expansion of a supervisory func-

tion results in functions which serve only the supervisor's

goal.)

SUPPORTED CRITERION: Cohesive information structure.

AVERAGE RATING: Moderately effective.

COMENTS: Most users stated that they have not used the su-

pervisory structure as a directory for development—related

information. Consequently, the evaluation of this feature

was based on intuition.
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FEATURE 15: Supports non-procedural as well as procedural

representation.

SUPPORTED CRITERION: Various developmental strategies.
A

AVERAGE RATING: Not effective.

_ COMENTS: In the above feature, the intended meaning of the

term non-procedural is: hiding the procedural relationships

of a procedural system (e.g., DFD like representations).

However, the users evaluated SUPERMAN with regard to its use

in rule-based language environments.

FEATURE 16: Represents "who" performs the activities along

with "what" activities are performed, and "how" they are

performed.

SUPPORTED CRITERION: Task specification.

AVERAGE RATING: Moderately effective.

COMMENTS: Some users stated that they have not used this

feature. A user criticized this feature for that: "who" and

"what" are represented very clearly; "how" is a little less

clear. It should be noted that, in SUPERMAN, "how" is de-

fined by the representation of a supervisor's operation.
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FEATURE 17: Supports Operational Sequence Diagram (OSD) ap-

proach as well as software approach to system modelling and

provides straightforward transformation from OSD representa-

tion to software representation and vice versa.

SUPPORTED CRITERION: Various developmental strategies.

AVERAGE RATING: Moderately effective.

COMMENTS: Most of the users were not familiar with the OSD

form of an SFD. Hence, this feature was not evaluated by the

majority. One user stated that this is a "good integration

of user's environment with underlying software support."

FEATURE 18: Uses the target system functional representa-

tion as a structured directory for development related in-

formation (e.g., design decisions, operational constraints,

management information, etc.).

SUPPORTED CRITERION: Cohesive information structure, pro-

ject status control

AVERAGE RATING: Very effective.

COMMENTS: A user expressed the shared opinion of the majori-

ty as: "This is a very, very effective feature." Most users

stated the need for mechanisms and automated support for

construction and management of this information. Some needs

were: traceability from non-functional specifications (e.g.,

design decisions) to functions of the supervisory structure
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and vice versa, means for managing status information (e.g.,

which modules are finished, which modules are incomplete,

expected due dates), and the need to know who is working on

which modules.

FEATURE 19: Notationally specifies the boundaries of life-

cycle phases.

SUPPORTED CRITERION: Project status control.

AVERAGE RATING: Moderately effective.

COMMENTS: Some users stated that they never used this fea-

ture. A user's statement was: "only the boundary between

requirements specification and design is identified."

FEATURE 20: Can be used in development of any procedural

system (sequential or concurrent) including systems for de-

veloping other systems (e.g., automated management proce-

dures).

SUPPORTED CRITERION: Task specification support.

AVERAGE RATING: Moderately effective.

COMMENTS: Most users were not aware of SUPERMAN's notation

for modeling concurrent operations. Hence, the rating of

this feature was negatively affected. A current weakness of

the notation, as mentioned by a user, is the implicitness of
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asynchronous event handling. Currently, SUPERMAN expects a

user to implement such operations by means of host system

services.
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Qocumentgtign
Table 4 illustrates the users' ratings on the desirabil-

ity of listed documentation.

TABLE 4 .

Documentation _ V M N I S

Development plan .......... 3 2 1
Priority specification .... 2 4Resources allocated ....... 1 5
Scheduling ................ 1 4 1
Re-evaluation points ...... 1 2 2Personnel allocation ...... 2 2 1
Developer's notes ......... 5 1

_ Project history ........... 1 4 1
Test plans ................ 3 2 1
Test procedures ........... 4 1 1Test results .............. 4 1 1

Users suggested other documentation be included as well,

namely software metrics to predict maintainability, and some

means of saving the reasonings which lead to design deci-

sions.

All users agreed that SUPERMAN aids (rather than hin-

ders) team work. Some comments were: "Very helpful in break-

ing up a task", "SFDs provide a good communication tool for

all team members", "Within a team, walk-throughs of SFD's
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rather than code were very successful as a means to evaluate

alternative designs."

Major difficulties surfaced with regard to cooperation

among the teams. Yet at least one user attributed this "not

to a weakness of SUPERMAN, but to a lack of knowledge of

each team of the subject area of the ether team." Related

difficulties had to do with maintaining inter-team consis-

tency (e.g., inconsistent data definitions) and determining

what teams are affected by changes (e.g., "who needs to know

this decision?", "what modules are affected?")

The users had different views on whether SUPERMAN sup-

ports or allows configuration management. One user stated

that configuration management is supported, another said it

is only allowed for, while a third said that SUPERMAN neith-

er allows nor supports this activity. As stated by a user

"each drawing of a function structure can be subjected to

configuration management."
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B.3 GEN§RAL;1X Q; AP£L;CAT1ON _

Table 5 illustrates the ratings on generality of appli-

cation. The comments on the features follow the table.

mmu:s §°'°§:'°°§«°"¥°°°§°

1. Function ¤11¤¤•:1¤¤ ....................... 1 a 1

ii : ii :__ ä ä

FEATURE 1: Enables modeling and analysis of human—computer

systems, with allocation of functions (manual versus auto-

mated functions, human versus computer management of control

and data flow).

SUPPORTED CRITERION: Coverage of system types.

AVERAGE RATING: Moderately effective.

COMENTS: The majority of the users stated that they did not

have experience with the function allocation activity.

Hence, the evaluation was mostly intuitive.

FEATURE 3: Is used throughout the system lifecycle.

SUPPORTED CRITERION: Lifecycle coverage.

Average Rating: Very effective.
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COMMENTS: (A detailed evaluation with regard to lifecycle

phases is presented in the following sub—section)

FEATURE 20: Can be used in development of any procedural

system (sequential or concurrent) including systems for de-

veloping other systems (e.g., automated management proce-

dures).

SUPPOETED CRITERION: Coverage of system types.

AVERAGE RATING: Moderately effective.
‘

COMMENTS: A lack of knowledge in SUPERMAN's notation for

concurrent operations affected the evaluation negatively.

Some users stated that SUPERMAN is not effective when used

- with rule—based languages.
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B•3-1:.;.=äC¤mmLifecycle

Rhases

Table 6 illustrates the users' ratings with regard to

lifecycle phases.

TABLE 6 _
Lifecycle phase V M N I S _

Analysis ................. 1 3 1
Requirements Specification 2 1 3
Design ................... 4 2
Coding ................... 3 2 1
Testing .................. 1 3 1
Maintenance .............. 2 1 1
Operation ................ 2

_ With regard to analysis and requirements specification

activities, some users had conflicting views: while one

. user rated SUPERMAN as "very effective", another user criti-

cized it as "not effective", adding that, for these activi-

ties, SUPERMAN "relies on techniques from other methodolo-

gies." On the other hand, in response to a later survey

question, most users (including these just quoted) agreed

that

Alternating what-how development enforces the developer to
continuously eyaluate his/her understanding of the target
system (i.e., conceptualization) as well as to evaluate the
operational characteristics of the target system (e.g.,
functions, human engineered sequencing, compatibility of a
part with other parts, correctness, etc.)
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However, it should be noted that, while this statement de-

scribes a goal-directed analysis activity, the product of

this activity is the spggijigatign of the required opera-

tion.

For design activity, a majority of users rated SUPERMAN

as "very effective". Some comments were: "SFD's are the ba-

sis and are excellent", "Awesome! Breath—takingly powerful."

However, some users had problems with data encapsulation.

Although one user stated that SUPERMAN is "excellent for

this purpose", another user's statement was: "global nature

of the name space makes writing of transparent data managers

impossible." In response to this, it is important to note

that data encapsulation is a design issue, and SUPERMAN

hides this from the non-technical observer of the behavioral

structure. If desired, the behavioral structure can be con-

structed with data encapsulation. This is also an example of

conceptual phase transition.
l

For coding activities, the rating of the majority was

"very effective" due to "identity of representation". How-

ever, informality of data representations affected both cod-

ing and testing activities. In response to a survey ques-

tion, users agreed that a data dictionary, accessed via data

selection on the screen, and used for automatic code genera-

tion, would be very useful. For a data dictionary, users
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agreed on the following proposed inclusions: information on

simple variables (e.g., name, type, dimension, range, for-

mat, common block, source module, narrative description),

information on data structures (combination of graphical

structures and textual descriptions), and information on

files. Additionally, users suggested the following informa-

tion: user defined data types, abstract data types, data

instances, scalar list of allowable values.

For testing activities, users stated the following

needs: "asynchronous testing", "interrupt testing", "a tool

which turns the results of testing into system modifica-

tions", and "a tool to report all conditions that must hold

in order for execution to be at any particular point in the

supervisory structure."

.$.1s;.em manga
Ratings with regard to various system types are illus-

trated below. On each line, the number in parenthesis indi-

cates the number of users who thought that SUPERMAN could be

used in developing the associated system type.

(1) embedded systems/process control/device control
(5) scientific/engineering systems
(3) systems programming
(5) software tools
(6) data processing/database systems
(1) expert systems/artificial intelligence
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Some users rated SUPERMAN only for areas in which they

were experienced (e.g., scientific/engineering systems,

software tools, data processing/database systems). The lack

of knowledge of SUPERMAN's notation for concurrent opera-

tions affected some users' rating with regard to embedded

systems, and systems programming. Also, SUPERMAN's notation

was criticized for not including device control, asynchro-

nous events, and interrupt handling. .

With regard to system size, most of the users agreed

that there are "No restrictions as to size once the automat-

ed tools are available."
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Table 7 illustrates the ratings on SUPERMAN user's effi-

ciency. The comments on the features follow the table.

TABLE 7

EEATURE v M

N1.Function allocation ....................... 4 4 1
4. Unified representation .................... 11 16
5. Conceptual phase transitiona .............. 3 2
6. Data flow & control flow .................. 7 9 1
8. Top-down and/or bottom-up development ..... 2 4
9. Rich with automated tools ................. 3 2

10. Executable specifications ................. 6 4
11. Behavior demonstration .................... 2 1 1
12. Cohesive functional structure ............. 3 3
13. GPL ....................................... B 4
14. No textual coding of control .............. 7 2 1 1
15. Procedural & non-procedural representations 2
16. "Who", "What", "How" ...................... 4 4 2 —
17. OSD & SED ................................. 1 1
18. Structured information directory .......... 3 2

FEATURE 1: Enables modeling and analysis of human-computer

systems, with allocation of functions (manual versus auto-

mated functions, human versus computer management of control

and data flow).

SUPPORTED CRITERIA: Communication, Representability.

AVERAGE RATING: Moderately effective.

COMMENTS: The majority of the users stated that they did not

have experience with the function allocation activity.

Hence, the evaluation was mostly intuitive.
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FEATURE 4: Offers a single, unified system representation

at all levels of development.

SUPPORTED CRITERIA: Communication, Management of complexity.

AVERAGE RATING: Moderately effective.

COMMENTS: A large overview diagram which illustrates the

relationships among system components was suggested.

FEATURE 5: Offers conceptual transition between the lifecy-

„ cle phases and does not require conversion from one repre-

sentation to another.

SUPPORTED CRITERION: Effort minimization.

AVERAGE RATING: Very effective.

COMMENTS: A majority of users stated the need for a formal

representation of data structures, because informality has

resulted in inconsistent definitions, as well as difficul-

ties in communication and in conceptualizing data flow.

FEATURE 6: Embodies both data flow and control flow in a

single representation.

SUPPORTED CRITERIA: Communication, Management of complexity.

AVERAGE RATING: Moderately effective.

COMMENTS: (See data structure problems discussed above.)
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FEATURE 8: Features top-down levels of abstraction, but al-

lows any combination of top—down and bottom-up development.

development.

SUPPORTED CRITERION: Abstraction.

AVERAGE RATING: Moderately effective.

COMMENTS: To some users, this feature was very effective,

though one evaluator stated that "the effectiveness of this

feature depends on the methodology user." For example,

while a user (experienced in analysis and design) objected

to bottom-up development, an implementation—oriented user

had difficulties with a strict top-down approach.

FEATURE 9: Is rich with supporting automated tools.

SUPPORT CRITERION: Effort minimization.

AVERAGE RATING: Very effective.

COMENTS: The above rating was made with the reservation

that the tools are easy to use.

FEATURE 10: Produces executable requirements specifications

which hide the technical aspects of design.

SUPPORTED CRITERION: Communication, Effort minimization.

AVERAGE RATING: Very effective.
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COMENTS: One user argued that behavioral structure is a de-

sign representation and does not provide much help for re-

quirements specification. But as mentioned earlier, beha-

vioral structure is the epeeifieerieg of the reqgireg opera-

tion, and includes non-functional requirements as well as

development-related information.

FEATURE 11: Produces a behavioral model of the system that

can be demonstrated ("simulated") before any code is writ-

ten.

SUPPORTED CRITERION: Communication.

AVERAGE RATING: Moderately effective.

COMMENTS: Users agreed that a behavioral model reduces am- ·

biguities and and helps communication.

FEATURE 12: Naturally encourages cohesion among modules of

the target system (i.e., an expansion of a supervisory func-

tion results in functions which serve only the supervisor's

goal.)

SUPPORTED CRITERION: Cohesive information structure.

AVERAGE RATING: Very effective.

COMMENTS: None.
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FEATURE 13: Represents programs in a Graphical Programming

Language (GPL).

SUPPORTED CRITERION: Communication, Management of complexi—

ty.

AVERAGE RATING: Very effective.

COMMENTS: Users preferred GPL over textual representations.

Some comments were: "So much more descriptive than code, I

don't feel the need to look at code again", "simple, unambi-

guous, graphically clear representation of code", "better

than any other approach for communication", "understandable

by non-computer personnel".

However, difficulties were experienced with regard to

some of the notation. Users found the current "recursion" .

and "iteration" constructs difficult to use. For producing

optimized code, some users needed the control constructs of

low-level languages (e.g., JUMP), and it was generally

agreed that the ICBs should not be restricted to non—control

statements. Also, for data declarations, in addition to the

data dictionary discussed earlier, the users stated that in-

ternal code blocks should be available as an option.

FEATURE 14: Reduces textual coding to non-control state-

ments of conventional textual languages.
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1 SUPPORTED CRITERION: Effort minimization, Visibility and ex-

plicitness.

AVERAGE RATING: Very effective.

COMMENTS: Some users stated that this feature aids trace-

ability and communication.

FEATURE 15: Supports non-procedural as well as procedural

representation.

SUPPORTED CRITERION: Communication.

AVERAGE RATING: Moderately effective.

COMMENTS: Some users complained that SUPERMAN is not effec-

tive when used with rule-based languages.

FEATURE 16: Represents "whg" performs the activities along

with "whg;" activities are performed, and "hgy" they are

performed.

SUPPORTED CRITERIA: Communication, Representability.

AVERAGE RATING: Moderately effective.

COMMENTS: While one user said that this feature is "abso-

lutely required for communication", another stated that it

is "not important for software representation". However, in

addition to representing an human—computer system operation,

this feature is also used for representing the operation of

concurrent software functions.
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T FEATURE 17: Supports Operational Sequence Diagram (OSD) ap-

proach as well as software approach to system modelling and

provides straightforward transformation from OSD representa-

4 tion to software representation and vice versa.

SUPPORTED CRITERION: Representability.

AVERAGE RATING: Moderately effective.

COMMENTS: While none of the users had had experience with

the OSD, an evaluator observed that "SUPERMAN is the only

real methodology that does this."

FEATURE 18: Uses the target system functional representa-

tion as a structured directory for development related in-

formation (e.g., design decisions, operational constraints,

management information, etc,).

SUPPORTED CRITERION: Cohesive information structure.
AVERAGE RATING: Very effective.

COMMENTS: A user stated his opinion as: "This is a very im-

portant feature in any non-toy methodology". On the other

hand, some users were not aware of the feature and the con-
text of its use.
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All users agreed that SUPERMAN is easy to use, and pro-

vided that consistency is maintained, SFDs are readily un-

derstood and easily communicated.

Agtomateg gugpggt

Users stated that the GPL editor·compiler is a most de-

sirable tool. Some activities which need automated support

are: verification of notational rules and syntax, communi-

cation (e.g., transmission of changes), configuration man-

agement, construction of SFD's with varying levels of de-

tail.

Users particularly mentioned the following notational

additions: function and system version numbers, configura-

tion paths (e.g., highlighted nodes), CPM or PERT like

charts for project management, notation for metering and

performance monitoring, notation for exceptional conditions.
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Table 8 illustrates the ratings on project management.

The comments on the features follow the table.

TABLE 6

v M N 1 s

1. Function allocation ....................... 2 1 1
2. Integration of human factors inputs........ 1 2 1
4. Unified representation .................... 7 4
5. Conceptual phase transitions .............. 4 3
6. Data flow & control flow .................. 2 4
7. Separation of dialogue and computation .... 8 1

10. Executable specifications ................. 4 1
12. Cohesive functional structure ............. 2 4
13, gp; ,,,,,,,,.,...........................;;_

--_•2“—i·--“_-“_"-

FEATURE 1: Enables modeling and analysis of human-computer

systems, with allocation of functions (manual versus auto-

mated functions, human versus computer management of control

and data flow).

SUPPORTED CRITERION: Operational efficiency.

AVERAGE RATING: Moderately effective.

COMMENTS: Most users evaluated this feature in the context

of software systems rather than in a wider context of human-

computer system operations. This resulted in comments like

"Irrelevant as supporting feature," or "I do not know how
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this affects the efficiency of a system". Users who real-

ized the purpose of the feature stated that they had not

used "human versus computer aspects" of SUPERMAN.

FEATURE 2: Integrates human-factor inputs from the begin-

ning of a system design.

SUPPORTED CRITERION: Operational efficiency.

AVERAGE RATING: Moderately effective.

COMMENTS: As in the case of feature 1, most users did not

evaluate this feature with regard to human-computer system

efficiency, but with regard to software efficiency. Also,

some users seemed to disregard the effects of function se-

quencing on ease of using a software system. The following

comment illustrates these points: "Human factors inputs

come only after implementation."

FEATURE 4: Offers a single, unified system representation

at all levels of development.

SUPPORTED CRITERIA: Fidelity to functional specification,

Maintainability.

AVERAGE RATING: Very effective.

COMMENTS: None.
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FEATURE 5: Offers conceptual transition between the

lifecycle phases

SUPPORTED CRITERIA: Fidelity to functional specifications.

AVERAGE RATING: Very effective.

COMMENTS: None.

FEATURE 6: Embodies both data flow and control flow in a

single representation.

SUPPORTED CRITERION: Maintainability.

AVERAGE RATING: Moderately effective.

COMMENTS: "not a maintenance issue", "does not provide for

branching statements of low-level languages".

FEATURE 7: Supports directly the separation of human-compu-

ter dialogue and computation.

SUPPORTED CRITERIA: Operational efficiency, Maintainability.

AVERAGE RATING: Very effective.

COMMENTS: With regard to maintainability, all users rated

this feature as "very effective". With regard to operational

efficiency, the ratings were divided between "very effec-

tive" and "not effective" (i.e., some users ignored the hu-

man's efficiency.)
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FEATURE 10: Produces executable requirements specifications

which hide the technical aspects of design.

SUPPORTED CRITERION: Fidelity to functional specifications.

" AVERAGE RATING: Very effective.

COMMENTS: None.

FEATURE 12: Naturally encourages cohesion among modules of

the target system (i.e., an expansion of a supervisory func-

tion results in functions which serve only the supervisor's

goal.)

SUPPORTED CRITERION: Maintainability.

AVERAGE RATING: Moderately effective.

COMMENTS: A user stated that "it is easy to put together a

set of functions which are logically related (e.g., logical

strength)", and SUPERMAN interferes with the construction of

stronger modules. But in the author's opinion, the supervi-

sory concept naturally encourages functional strength mod-

ules (i.e., the highest in Structured Design scale), and, if

one is concerned with module strength, SUPERMAN does not in-

terfere with the construction of stronger modules but de-

mands the designer's attention.
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FEATURE 13: Represents programs in a Graphical Programming

Language (GPL).

SUPPORTED CRITERION: Maintainability.

AVERAGE RATING: Moderately effective.

COMMENTS: All complaints were on drawing and managing the

diagrams manually.




